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The Continuous
Evaluation Paradox
By LTC Joseph G. Papapietro
ARMORED COMBAT EARTHMOVER

Elements of the 15th Engineer Battalion were already performing "before-operations" checks and services
011 the M9s as the sun rose over Cowhouse Creek and begalt to burn the
mist from the Fort Hood countryside.
The "opposing" forces, testers and tes·
tees, were entrenched in their respec·
tive areas and each, as they attempted
to catch the warm morning rays, was
unable to shake the chill which had
begun to set in a few days prior: As the
sun continued its sweep across the sky
the true heat ofasummerday in Texas
caused problems for the equipment
operators in Mission Oriented Protective Posture IV The chills deepened,
however, as word ofyet another tmnsmission failure crackled in over the
radio and they thought of the consequences the news implied Before the
week was out the total would reach
five.

The Paradox
The hypoilietical scenario described
above is ignlficant becau e it has typified the M9 Armored Combat Eard1·
mover (ACE) program for three
decades and is at the same time representative of problems other systems
currently experience. The implied par·
adox in the concept of continuous evaluation lies in its contradiction of the
prevalent notion that a good test and
evaluation program is not continuous
but rather has a beginning, a specific
objective oriented to the nature of the
test at hand, and most importandy, an
end. Too many individuals see contino
uous evaluation as getting stuck in a
subroutine of testing that never quite
triggers a clean e cape to the next milestone and always seems to generate another unprogrammed, unresourced test
cycle. Today's failure is tested tomorrow; tomorrow's is tested next week;
fix, test, fix; fix, test, fix.
May-June 1986

As the following paragraphs will
hopefully demonstrate, continuous
evaluation need not contradict our goal
of streamlining the acquisition proce
but, in fact, should complement it.
If nothing else, d1e M9 ACE has survived, if not passed, the test of time.
Who could have imagined in 1958,
when the original ACE concept was approved, that the first full-production ve·
hicles would not roll off the assembly
line until 1988, 30 years later?

Need for Testing
Evolution of the acquisition process
has repeatedly reinforced the need for
continuous te ting. A community of
test agencies and independent evaluators now eagerly await each new system as prototypes work their way from
proof of concept to fielding_ And now,
as we attempt to streamline our acqui·
sition process, one aspect of the acquisition process has become clear:
testing, to serve user, developer and decision maker alike, must be structured
to bridge the transition between program milestones. uccessfu [ identifica·
tion and accomplishment of test
objectives from engineering tests to
post-fielding Follow-On Evaluations
(FOE), is the key to unlocking the secret of shortening the acquisition process. The M9 ACE program has cleared
many obstacle in its nearly three dcc·
ade of development yet it failures
have always eemed to precede it.
A singular problem with d1e M9 ACE
stems from it type classification a
tandard-A in 1977 and the inability of
the Army to gain needed support and
priority to sustain repeated efforts for
full production funding. Although this
has been attributed to many factors,
from budgetary constraint to lack of
total Army support, the lack of a sound,
continuous, well documented test and
evaluation program has clearly been
contributory.

The M9 ACE has not suffered from
lack of testing. Since carll' Evaluation
and Service Te ts, the forerunner to today's Developmental and Operational
Te ts, dle M9 ACE has undergone nearly
18,000 hours of testing. But none of
these tests, until FOE last year, were
truly "operational" in the sense that we
know and accept them today. No Operational Test had ever been conducted.
One may argue that earlier te ting was
conducted per tbe norm of the day, and
certainly before the advent of the Operational Test and Evaluation Agency
(mU), but today's decision cannot
be based on yesterday'S data. Deci ion
makers simply did not have the confidence needed to commit strongly contested resource and the M9 A E
production deci ion languished. Other
systems were pushed ahead in the funding process.
Last year's FOE was undertaken a a
final opportunity to address everal
long·standing issue. Operational efieetivene s and reliability, the key concerns singled out by arEA following
me FY84 Initial Production Tt:st, erved
as the foundation upon whi h a developer-user-te ter task force attempted to
structure an all-encompassing evaluation. Thi first attempt at establishing
an "acquisition team" served to highlight the inherent differences in the
goals of each participant. 111e earlier
tongue-in-cheek reference to Ute ters
and te te Uwas more man just literary
Iicen e. A less than cooperative, often
contentious, atmosphere was evident
to even the most casual Observer of the
"team" at work. It took many months
and the determined efforts of aU concerned to finaUy forge a consensu and
come to the realization that without a
concerted, coordinated effort the program would not reach, much less survive, the next round of budget cuts.
Team member came to me understanding that they must find a common
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ground which trans ended parochial
concerns and focused instead on the
larger Army i ues.

PM Responsibilities
It is incumbeOl upon the program
manager (PM) to establish an environ·
ment wbere materiel developers combat developers, and test and evaluation
agencies share tbe responsibility for
identifying test issues and the best
means to evaluate them. Timely and ac·
curate identification and resolution of
problem is in the best interest of ttIe
program. Early recognition and development of th se issues can be put to
significant advantage especially in
terms of supporting the decision mak·
ing process. Conversely, hidden and/or
insufficiently developed i sues become
target of opportunity for competing
programs, the press and even Congress.
Without a predetermined methodology
they are likely to generate yet another
test loop.
The PM must foster a climate
wherein ideas and concepts are freely
exchanged. He can make the user,
tester and evaluator part of the acqui·
sition team with an implied share of th
respon ibility for success or failure. He
can work with the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) in the de·
velopment of the Organization and
Operational concept, mission cenario
and critical operational issues, and he
can get on the arEA team during for·
mulation of test plans. The PM must be
prepared to altemately, and sometimes
simultaneously, play the roles of team
manager, coach, quarterback and even
cheerleader.
Since testers are inclined to test, they
were prOVided with sufficient cause for
yet another test when the lransmi ion
shafts failed during FOE. Few took issue
with the position but was another operational test needed or would a hard·
ware oriented test suffice? This pivotal
issue could decide the fate of the proposed FY86 program and possibly of
the program as a whole. The acquisition
teanl was unable to reach a consensus.

crator induced and that the proposed
hardware fix would eliminate the cause.
AM AA was then tasked to design a per·
formance te t which was executed by
the PM and observed by arEA and TRA·
DOC. The resulting report ubstantiated the adequacy of the modification.
The point is, unnecessary testing was
avoided by recognizing the availability
of external analytical re ources.
Le than satisfactory Initial Production Testing results, in addition to generating the requirement for FOE, also
cau ed the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD) to take notice. Their
curiosity piqued by recurring deficien·
cies, both OSD Developmental Test and
Evaluation (DOTE) and OSD Operational Test and Evaluation (DOfE) took
an active interest in the program. It was
at this point that tlle M9 Product Manager's Office (PMO) initiated development of a fut and Evaluation Master
Plan (TEMP). Altllough a TEMP is normally required ooly of major systems,
a significant step in the right direction
was taken when the M9 PMO compiled
theirs. Not only did it bring OSD (DOTE
and DarE) on board, but it forced, for
the first time, a complete lay down and
evaluation of all testing issues, past and
present. It served as the road map to a
successful FOE and tlle resultant FY86
decision to award a production contract.

Key Points
Th concept of continuou evalua·
tion must not be visualized as an endless testing do-loop. Rather, it is a
process that allows better management
of specific program issue and the ul·
timate advantage of insuring availability
of timely, accurate test information duro

ing the decision making process. Better,
smarter testing, nOl more testing, will
avoid lengthy and needless delays in the
acquisition proce s. Several key points
warrant continuous attention:
• Use all the analy.tical resources at
your dispo aJ. Confront an issue
squarely analyze it from all sides, and
test ooly what needs to be tested.
• "R:sting is vital to the decision making process. it is the common denominator after consideration of need and
priority, and separates "bills" from "bill
payers."
• Materiel developers mu t make
combat developer and the test com·
munity part of the acquisition team
each with an inlplied responSibility for
success.
• A TEMP stands alone as the single
most important document in transition·
ing your program from milestone to
milestone.
• A test and evaluation program
must be properly timed to insure that
the availability of reports coincides
with windows established in the Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Ex·
ecution System.
• Continuous evaluation "starts
early and stays late." It is never too soon
to lay down your test strategy and never
too late to review it for ufficiency.
Above all, it must be evolutionary and
con.tinually updated to reflect current
standards and pre ent day concern .
Continuous evaluation offers the acquisition team the capability to adapt
to a moving technological baseline. It
provides the means to insure that future
systems are tested in concert with
evolving "how to tigbt" doctrine. Continuous evaluation forces us to recog·
nize that no te t can be viewed as an

External Resources
The Army Materiel Systems Analysis
Activity (AMSAA), an Army Materiel
Command (AMC) chartered activity
whose forte is applicable to just such
situa.tions, was called upon to look at
cause and effect of the failures and to
recommend a olution. AMSAA was
able to determine, and conclu ively
demonstrate, that the failures were op2
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AMC'S STREAMLINED ACQUISITION PROCESS

first string to farm club, and where the
strength on the bench is. Although the
offense and defense do not play on the
field together they both must know and
understand the complete game plan.

LTC JOSEPH

independent entity. And finally, continuous evaluation permits us to success·
fully plan and execute the most difficult
test of all-time.

Conclusion
The acquisition team, especiaUy from
the perspective of continuous evaluation, is like any other team. Establish

your strategy for the season in training
camp. Make it flexible enough to ac·
commodate minor setbacks yet long
range and farsighted enough to keep
the championship in sight. Use each
contest along the way to learn from mistakes and build for the next one. Acknowledge that changes are inevitable
and be prepared; be proactive rather
than reactive. Know the players from

G.

PAPAPlETRO

has served as product m£lnager Of
the M9 Armored Combat Earthmover since August 1985. He holds
a 8.S. degree in management from
Auburn University, an M.s. in systems management from the University of California and is a
graduate of the Army Command
and Gener'at Staff College and the
Defense Systerns Management Col·
lege Program Management Course

NSWC Employees Get Special Act Awards
The Army has given Special Act Awards to two Naval Surface Weapons Center ( SWC) scientists who helped solve
a battery leakage problem in the M732 fuze.
Research physicist Dr.]agadish Sharma and research chern·
ist Dr. John C. Hoffsommer received the awards from Robert
E. We tlund of the U.S. Army Laboratory Command's Harry
Diamond Laboratories.
The problem had threatened both Army and Navy readi·
n . The M732 fuze is used in both artillery pieces and 8and 16·inch ships' guns to detonate high-explosive projectiles near their targets. Since three million fuzes were stockpiled worldwide and another million were in production,
the leakage also had threatened to cost the Army a great
deal of money.
"Ir was potentially the worse catastrophe facing HDL duro
ing my 27 years here-a multi-million dollar catastrophe;'
said George K. Lucey, Jr., chief of the HDL Systems Engineering Branch.
First, the Army terminated fuze production and inverted
or turned the fuzes in stockpile upside down to temporarily
halt the leakage. Then it set about to redesign the batterythe source of the leakage. HDL scientists traced the leakage
in the battery ampule to a corrosion pitting problem in the
PS 115 reserve power supply.
" urprisingly, the problem had arisen under a unique set
of physical circumstances that had not been present during
the development phase of the fuze;' said Dr. Jeffrey Nelson,
a upervisory chemist in the HOL Power Supply and Materials
Branch.
To be specific, the corrosion pitting was due to a slow
May-June 1986

chemical reaction among three usuaUy compatible elements-the fluoboric acid electrolyte, the methylene bromide liquid insulator, and the copper ampule. "Nothing in
the literature says this mixture is incompatible," said Nelson.
OOL had to move fast. EventuaUy, the leakage would render the battery useless and destroy the fuze long before its
20-year life cycle was spanned.
Fortunately, for HOL, the Naval Surface Weapons Center
is an adjacent neighbor. NSWC posses ed both the personnel
and facilities needed to confirm lillC analysi of the problem-i.e., define the mechanism of failure.
NSWC responded qUickly. NSWC assembled an interdisciplinary team, with Sharma and Hoffsommer as tile principal
investigators, and assigned it to the leakage problem on an
overtime basis.
It took the team four months to determine that the pitting
corrosion was not due to impure chemicals or substandard
materials in the battery, as originaUy suspected, but was
traceable to rough handJing after assembly.
The battery has been redesigned to withstand the rough
handling, production has been restarted, the condition of
the stockpile has been assessed and original concern about
three million fuzes have been reduced to a much smaUer
number of fuzes.
Now HDL is attempting to determine non-de tructive orting techniques to identify and remove the defective fuzes
still in stockpile. HOt has also salvaged batteries previou Iy
produced but not yet stockpiled by heating them, a tech·
nique that brings corro ion reactions in the energizer to
equilibrium without pitting corrosion and prevents any leak·
age from the ampule.
Army Research, Development & Acquisition Magazine
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Army-Industry Conferees
Discuss Issues at Atlanta XII
Army and industry concern related
to the materiel acquisition process
were di -cussed during the U.. Army

Materiel Command's (AMC)Atlanta XII
executive conference, March 13-14, in
Atlanta, GA. Attended by more lhan 200
enior Army and industry executives,
the conference focused on the theme
"Atlanta Retro pcction-Dudook for
the Future:'

and the tendency for requirements to
be unconstrained.
Graarud emphasized that there is an
orderly requirements proce s and it
can be made to work. lie called on the
user community to accept minimum
aceeptabl performance levels when
writing requirements documents and
to get more senior and experienced
people involved in the prace s.

To increase interaction of the con·
ferees and allow for optimum dialogue,
the conference format was changed thi
year from a series of panel discu ion
to point·counterpoint e ions focusing
on key issues. Co-chairmen of the meeting were Robert 0. Black, AMC's principal as i tant deputy for research,
development and acquisition and Robert \X( Truxell, vice president of General
Dynamics Land ystem Divi ion.
Hetired Army General lIenry A.
Miley, a former AMC commander and
now president of the American Defense
Preparednes As ociation, called the
meeting to order. Hc noted that in 1974
at Atlant.'1 I, the primary concern was
on the product produced by the acqui ition system while today the concern is on the acquisition process it elf.
o-chairman TruxelJ, in commenting
on the conference objectives, applauded the opportunity to examine issue impacting on both government
and industry. AMC Commander GEN
Richard I:-I. TIlomp on followed with
brief opening remarks, tres ing that Atlanta XII was structured around key isues that seem to recur year after year.
TIle fir t formal addres presented by
BG Jerome Granrud, director of force
requirements, Office of the Deputy
Chief of taff for Operations, Plans and
Force Development (ODCSOPS), was
an overview of the requirements process from the DA perspective. The Requirements Directorate is the focal
poim for the review, approval and integration of combat development products into the Army trucrure. Granrud
noted that unquc tionably rhere are
problems in the requirements process,
including the inability to state requirements in logical and defensible term ,
4

• improved communication of lessons learned from AMC's Materiel Acquisition Review Boards,
• implementation of the AMC
streamlined acqUisition process,
• re-emphasis on the importance of
locking in the support package to include human factors,
• improving the quality of integrated logistics support data,
• improving warranty implementation concepts,
• injecting realism into contracts,
• communicating innovative contract actions to industry, and
• minimizing use of "multiple" best
and final offers.
Thompson conduded his remarks by
stating that progress has been made and
then opened up the meeting for questions from the floor.

Robert W. Truxell

Atlanta XI Progress Report
GE TIlompson returned to the podium with a progre report n actions
implemented as a result of i 'ues raised
at lasl year's Atlanta conference. One of
those i'sue was how to deal with
Congressional involvement in the acqui ition process. Actions have included providing information to
Congress regarding the Arm r' needs
and program , encouraging industry to
establish dedicated managers paralleling AM C on programs of high Congresional interest. and "telling the AMC
story."
Other key initiati e to address concerns expressed at Atlanta XI have included:
• working to keep key development
programs " old;'
• earlier recognition of problems,
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Fraud, \v.lste and Abuse
Retired Army Major Generals Frank
A. Hinrichs and William E. Eicher followed with a report on conclusions of
a fraud, waste and abuse seminar, held
last December. That seminar, which
was addressed by representatives from
the Defense Logistics Agency, the Defense Contract Audit Agency, the General Accounting Office, and the DOD
deputy inspector general, noted the following:
• Some d.efense contractors have
questionable contract ethics.
• American business has become
sloppy.
• Indu try needs bener internal
controls to prevent abuses.
• The number of fraud cases are on
the increase.
• Industry abuses are not just simple
errors.
May-June 1986

• Multiyear procurement and dual
sourcing practices are key concerns.
Another Ii atmed speaker, Michael C.
Sandusky, AMC assistant deputy chief of
taff for resource management, presented some M>1C "rules of engage·
ment" regarding the Gramm-RudmanHollings legislation. 'Thus far, dle Army
has attempted to protect military per·
sonnel and associated program in order to maintain force levels and quality.

Procurement Awards
A new feature at this year's Atlanta
conference was the inaugural presentation of the Frank S. Besson Memorial
Award for Procurement Excellence.
Named in honor of AMC's first commander, the award include a plaque
and a $500 check. Presented by GE
Thompson, the award was presented to
one individual in each of tl1ree categori5-Civilian, military, and intern.
Recipients and their achievements
were:
Thomas Douglass, director of pro·
curement in the Installation Support
Activity, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, was dted for developing and es·
tablishing an R&D upport Division to
provide a quick reaction contracting
capability for ensitive projects. Under
hi leader hip, this organization con·
sistently met its customers' needs. He
was al 0 instrumental in carrying out a
requirement to convert facilities waste
to useable energy.
LTC Robert SChaller, chief of the Na·
tick ROE Center's Procurement Division, was recognized for meeting and
beating a bost of chauenging goals. He
initiated the design of a fully automated
contract management system and established parameter for future growm
that parallel the expected learning
curve of the users.
Michael J. Thompson, as an Army
procurement intern on various rota·
ti(}nal job assignments and special proj·
ects, di tinguished him elf as a valuable
member of the Army's acquisition team.
He was the principal project officer designated to study the Procurement Automated Data Document ystem
(PAnOS). As a result of his efforts, the
productivity of the PAnDS doubled and
me leadtime for small purchases was
reduced by 25 days.
Following me awards ceremony, R.
James \Xk)olsey, an attorney and partner
with Shea and Gardner law firm, provided an update on the Pre ident's Blue
Ribbon Commission on Defense Management (Packard Commission). ~olMay-June 1986

sey, who is a member of that
commission, noted that the commis·
sion believes that the defense require·
ments process for acquiring new
systems is too slow and generates too
much paperwork. Among his other key
points were: program managers are in·
volved in too many things and are di .
tracted from managing; PMs need more
flexibility; there is a need to establish
an Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition; the role of the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency should be enhanced, particu·
larly in 6.3 prototyping; DOD civilians
need sizeable upgrade in training and
experience; and industry should be
made to be self· regulating. ~olsey
concluded that in his opinion the prog·
nosis for many of these reforms is reasonably good.

GEN Robert W. Sennewald

Luncheon Address
What is the response of the today's
field soldier to current Army eqUip·
ment' This was the subject of a highly
upbeat luncheon address by GE Robert W Sennewald, commander of the
Army Forces Command. In general, soldier reaction to new equipment is very
pOSitive. Two items that have received
bigh marks are the MI tank and the
Bradley Fighting Vehicle. Total package
fielding has also been highly successful.
In a more critical vein, Sennewald in·
dicated mat some soldier feel that
more realistic testing with me troops
is needed before equipment is fielded.
A sterile test environment, added the
general, is not necessarily a realistic
one. Sennewald also noted that testing
should be restricted to mat which is
really neces ary and that me organizational and operational concept must be
thoroughly thought out before the
Army commits to a design.

Point-Counterpoint Sessions
The first of four point-cou nterpoint
sessions, featuring Army and indu try
perspectives on key issues, was devoted
to a discussion of the structure and ef·
fectivenes of AMC project management offices. MG Arthur Holmes Jr.,
commander of the Army Tank·Automotive Command, presented the gov·
ernment's view. In response to indu try
criticism that Army PMs don't have
enough authority to execute their programs, Holmes stated that in orne in·
stances Army PMs have more authority
than their industry counterparts.
Holmes also summarized both the ben·
efits and risks involved in the PM sys·
tern.
John R.. Myers, president of AVCO Lycoming, proVided the industry per·
spective on project management,
tressing that one of the primary dif·
ferences between Army and industry
PMs is that the industry PM is charged
with responsibility for profit and los es.
Myers also listed several key attributes
of a good PM, including demon trated
visible support from top management
in order to gain the required power
base. He noted that unfortunately the
Army is now being micro·managed by
Congress, thereby giving many top'
ranking Army officers little flexibility.
The subject of the econd pointcounterpoint ession was the streamlined acquisition process. MG Peter
Burbule ,commander of the Army Mis·
sile Command, in presenting the Army's
perspective, stated at the outset th.at the
new streamJined proce is not a shell
game, is not high ri k, and is not abandonment of new technology. It is a total
approach to materiel acquisition with
the goal of getting operationally effec·
tive and supportable equipment to the
soldier when it's needed. ll1e key to
success is to do mings earlier and
smarter. This requires total commitment by all players.
Industry peaker on me streamlined
acquisition process, John J. MacRo tie,
vice pre ident, Defense Group, FMC
Corp., emphasized that the time spent
on upfront planning may be the best
accelerator of the acquisition process.
Included among his key points were:
me user community must provide in·
du try with well defined requirements;
cost projections must be accurate and
defendable, and those who make cost
projections must be held accountable;
and me Army must proVide indu try
with sufficient time to respond to Re·
quests for Proposals.
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The third point-counterpoint discussion dealt with the much debated topic
of competition. A a result of recent
legi (alion, industry has reportedly
been uncertain about AMC's real policy
regarding competition. MG Fred Hissong Jr. commander of the Army Armament, Munition and Chemical
Command, discussed AMC's competition goals and policies, noting that AMC
will not compete when it does not
make sense to do so. Said he: "Competition must benefit the soldier and bis
readiness." Recent initiatives to encourage competition have included establishmentofcompetitionmanagement
offices, development of a competition
awards programs, and actions to compete ammunition plants.
Thomas J. Keenan, president of Teledyne Continental Motors, followed
with an industry response. Using the
analogy of playing a card game to make
his point, Keenan stated that the major
problem in dealing with the government is that once the "game" is started,
the game rules are often changed. The
government, h said, is the dealer and
calls all the shots. He stre ed that the
rules of engagement must be known.
The final point-counter session was
devoted to the issue of qUality. MG Robert D. Morgan, commander of the Army
Communications-Electronics
Command, discussed some of Army initiatives to insure tbat bigh quality
products are developed, produced and
fielded. One of these initiatives is to get
producibility engineering talent into
Army RDE centers at the beginning of
the design process. He emphasized that
the Army has a right to expect and industry has an obligation to deliver quality products.
Dr. Joseph F Shea, senior vice president of Raytheon Co., stated his general
agreement with MG Morgan's comments, bur added that the quality problem is sometimes the result of naive
people in the the decision-making proce in both the Army and indu try and
others who say "the rules don't apply
to me." He discussed at length the merits of the new Department of Defense
Instruction 4245.7 (Transition from Development to to Production).

Focus on th.e Future
The concluding conference sesion opened with a panel presentation
geared to Army and industry concerns
regarding the future of the defense acquisition environment. These concerns
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include legislative and policy turbulence, budget constraints, increasing
Congressional overSight, and public
scrutiny. GE Thompson, as the first
panel speaker, emphasized that the
toughest battle facing the Army this
year is the credibility of the procurement process with the Congre and
the public. Success, he said, will depend
on how well we chart our own course
rather than having it dictated to us.
Some of his key resolutions are to execute progranls in a professional manner, to keep lines of communication
open, to enhance capabilities of AMC's
workforce, and to improve capabilities
to take take advantage of automation_
Dr. Malcolm Currie, executive vice
president of Hughes Aircraft, followed
with his thoughts on what the future
holds for the defense industry. He provided an interesting comparison of the
automotive-electronics industry to tbe
defense industry. Currie noted that today's procurement environment is focused on "compliance" to contracts
and that in recent years there has been
a move to transfer greater risk to industry. Currie expressed concern that
trends in the defense business are not
good and that these trends may ultimately have an adverse impact on colleges and universities. He concluded,
however, that the future does not have
to be dismal since the defense community bas the capacity to change iL
The third panelist, orman R. Augustine, president of Martin Marietta,
reported on a number of "provocative
and disturbing" developments related
to contracting, competition, criminalization, and inconstancy. Referring to
contracting, he noted t11at fixed pricing
is fine only if certain conditions are met.
This type of contracting, he added, will
no doubt be good for lawyers. On the
subject of competition, he stated that
if used in excess, it can have adverse
effects. He also expressed hi dislike of
lumping togetber the terms fraud,
waste and abuse. Finally, he said there
is a need for the acquisition community
to tough things out when problems
arise. Augu tine concluded by saying
that he wished that he had a happier
message.
The final conference addresses were
presented by Jack Hobbs, deputy asistant secretary of the Army for systems management, and GEN William R.
Richardson, commander of the Army
Training and Doctrine Command.
Hobbs discussed some of the challenges facing the Army and indu try. He
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called on industry to help the Army by
inlproving the quality oftheir products,
by improving t11eir ethics, and by being
more vocal regarding tbe availability of
new technology.
GEN Ricbardson provided an overview of TRADOC's mission regarding
requirements, doctrine, and training
and discu sed the importance of improved working relationships between
TRADOC and indu try. He said that the
Army needs to do a better job in writing
requirements documents, make greater
use of nondevelopment item (NDI)
and inlprove front end as essments and
concepts formulation. Industry, he
added, needs to understand how the
Army operates in the field, help define
opportunities for NDI, and be open,
honest and coopemtive. He also emphasized the need for some regulatory
changes and the need to change some
mindsets.
GEN l1Jompson, in closing remarks,
stated that this was another "great" Atlanta conference. He appealed to industry to inform him of what needs to
be done to make thing better.

GEN Richard H. Thompson
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Doing it Right With the B·1 B Program
By LTG William
Tbefollowingremarkson theAir
Force 81-8 program were adapted
from a speecb presented by LTG
Tburman on August 16, 1985 at
the Army Project Managers Confer'ence in Gettysburg, PA
TIlis is a great forum to swap lessons
learned and experience. Although our
progranlS are very different, we operate
under the same basic principle-to
build and field effective, affordable
weapon systems that we can rely on
when we need them.
We've done just that with dle B- 1 B.
In fact, it came in five months ahead of
schedule, under cost, and performing
weU.

I'm proud of what we've done, and [
want to tdl you about it. But first, I want
to make clear that I don't advocate that
everyone manage dleir program like
we did dle B-1 B. For exanlple, a new
advanced fighter with a state-of·the-art
radar and ophisticated avionics that require exten ive development would
not fit into the B- I B's concurrent schedule and comparatively rigid manage·
ment approach_
We didn't start the B-IB program
from "ground zero." \Vhen I took over
a program manager, we had nearly
eight year of developmental testing c.x·
perience to draw on. We had four B-IA
air raft with 2,000 flight-test hours and
an engine with a 101 of development
history.
Much of the avionics equipment was
available, and all the necessary technologies were in-hand. Aside from the
computer, the radar, and orne of dle
defensive avionics, dle program did not
press the tate-of-the-arc. We chose the
equipment because of it performance
-performance that had been verified
operationally-which enabled us to
choose contractors widl a proven track
record and defend our budget with
confidence.
The president, the Congre s, and Secretary of Defense Weinberger specified
the objective --100 op rational B-lBs
by 1988 for $20'; billion in 1981 dollars. This price meant we couldn't make
May-June 1986

changes that would take more time and
co t more money. The design philosophy was to build an effective airplane,
including all the logistics elements necessary to succe fully deliver and support it, as fast and a economically as
possible.
Our biggest challenge was logistics.
We didn't have any logistical carryover
from the B-IA Program. Logistic had
been deferred as a co t avings initiative
and only initial planning work for sup·
port equipment, technical orders, and
spares, had been accomplished.
What to do? First we had to find out
just how big the job was. For that task,
we decided to use Logistic Support
Analysis (15A). I know that to the Army,
15A isn't new. But, we had never used
it on a major Air Force weapon system.
The analysis was startling. It showed we
needed 460,;00 different spare items;
4,800 pieces of support eqUipment,
3,300 of which were peculiar to the B·
I B; and about one miHion pages of technical order !
Our acquisition strategy for these
support elements mirrored that of our
airframe and avionics. Early on. we began monitoring our logistics effort
closely. AU of our program reviews included a full assessment of our progres
in developing appropriate support for
the new bomber. Thi was to prove one
of the most important decisions we
made.
Concurrent research and development, production, and support acquisition was a tremendous challenge.
However, it gave us the opportunity to
see development tests and maintainability problems at the same time. That
way we could resolve problems before
they became a f1eet·wide epidemic. We
did just that when Air Force crew chief
sergeants on the production line at
Rockwell' main as embly plant in
I'-Jlmdale, CA, let it be known that they
would have to remove the entire internal weapons stores to replace a malfunctioning flight-line replaceable unit.
Needle s to say, we got that piece of
the design changed.
For the first time on a major aircraft
weapon system, we were our own general contractor. We managed four as-

E. Thurman, U.$. Air Force
sociate contractors: Rockwell
International (airframe and overall design integrity), Boeing Military Aircraft
Co. (offensive avionics, integration of
all avionics, and controls and displays
for the defensive system), Eaton Corp.'s
Airborne In trumentation Lab (AIL) Division (defensive avionics), and General Electric's Aircraft Group (turbofan
engines). Our office, the System Program Office, or SPO as we called it,
managed the development, concurrent
production, flight test, and support development programs.
Being the general contractor put u
in the middle of the decision making
process. We got to see problems at a
level of detail that the Air Force
wouldn't normally see. For example,
when an associate wanted to change his
part of the program, we were the ones
to ask question like; Is the benefit
worth the cost? How is it going to
change the over-all schedule? Will it affect another contractor adversely? TIle
result was a disciplined program. We
learned changes that came from this rig·
orous inquity actually reduced the life
cycle cost of the airplane.
How then did we manage in this environment? To begin With, we et up a
visible communication system. It included a reporting chain, called the
"red streak," which ran from u to the
secretary of the Air Force to the ecretary of defense. We met binlOnthly in
the secretary of defense's office. That
way he was kept completely current
about progress and problems and we
had his continuing attention. \Vhenever
we would get requests to modify the
design, we would mention the suggested changes to him, show how they
could change our budget pOSition, and
ask him what he wanted us to do. His
position from the tart was to hold the
baseline. Awareness of his policy grew,
which helped to reduce the "innova·
tive" proposals to a manageable size. It
also enabled us to control the schedule
and the budget. Programs had been
baselined before, but [ don't believe the
baseline had ever been protected at
such a high level.
Our communications system in·
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c1uded weekly management review,
cost performance reports, per formance measurement data, and variance
analy is report _These report, u ed by
our comractors and the SPO, provided
the data for all reports, including the
red treak. The availability of this contant stream of data to all the players
made it impossible to hide bad news.
We aI 0 had a lot oflugh level meetings
with the chief executive officers of our
associate contractors. That was an idea
scarted by my boss, General Skantze,
when he was running Aeronautical Systern Divi ion everal year ago.
One payoff from thi open and timely
communication came from altering the
design of the aircraft's tail warning y tern. The B-52 system (made by Westinghou e) that was to go into the B·l B
would take up too much pace, weigh
too much, and require too much power.
The BoeingfRockwellfAlL solution:
Drop the B·52 approach and develop a
B-1 B uniqu ystem by integrating one
additional antenna and control box. We
did just that by using a modification to
the EaLQn defensive avionic sy tern. As
a result, we expect to ave up to 850
million.
We worked hard on tcamwork. Consequently, the team u ually found a better idea when we got into a bind. I'm
reminded of the time when one of our
engineers, MAJ Jim Hickman, sugge ted
modifying a rotary launcher to accommodate all the nuclear weapons and
short range attack mi sileo The original
concept had been to have a variety of
launchers for a variety of different
weapon.s. He worked directly witl1 the
Rockwell engineers and they reduced
it to a single sy tem to do both jobs. I
thin.k that saved 15 miJlion or 520 million in. direct co ts. When the cruise
missile capability came up, Jim worked
to develop a ingle pylon that will carry
any kind of cruise missile. That saved
40 to 50 million in design and testing
co t alone.
Other team member were just as
creati e_ For example, trategic Air
Command ( AC), the u ers of the B·l B,
said that they wanted an aircraft with
the offenSive and defensive ystems
tied togetl1er. We aid coordinated
countermeasures ounded expen ive
and difficult. SAC pcr isted. We challenged the team members to find ways
to do what SAC wanted without dis·
rupting the budget or the schedule.
l1us perseverance paid off. We quick1y
discovered that it was quite simple to
marry the two systems through soft·
ware. We were also surprised wben we
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realized that this new capability-to
give the aircraft a weapons system with
logic that could u e all the information
from the defensive avionics to attack or
avoid threats--wasn't going to cost miJlioos--juSt 150,000. It didn't even
change the contract.
Teamwork helped create esprit de
corps, which in turn, motivated everyonc to produce a quality product at low
co t. ) remember our director of manufacturing, COL Lavelle "Pepe" Prine,
went 00 a crusade to get quality and
reliability goals included in our con·
tracts. The contractors initially said that
the goals we wanted to put in would
cost a great deal of money, so we had
decided to leave them our. Then Pcpe
convinced the contractor that quality
up front would eliminate waste and rework and increase profits. He was 0
persistent that our contractors devised
new approaches and bared technique
prin ipally to get Pepe off their backs.
Another initiative was to escabli h
credibiJity with the taxpayers. \"furking
witb cn.ior executive and public af·
fairs people from the contractors, we
established a policy that, within the
constraints of c1as ification, we would
be open and candid with the press-regardless of their affiliation.
As you can ee, the breadth of this
enormousl am bi liou program
stretched the creative talents of u all.
We managed 5205 billion, four asso·
ciate contmctors, and over 5,000 sub·
contractor and uppliers. We had to
find a simple way to do busine . An
uncomplicated organizational tructure and traightforward lines of communieation worked best. l11e SPO was
the smalle t one ever to be assembled
for a major Air Force weapons sy tern
at the Aeronautical Sy tem Division. We
didn't need a .larger office because our
intention was to rely on others. For ex·
ample, we asked Logistic ommand to
do the bulk of tI1e upport work; tI1e
users, Strategic Air Command, to validate technical orders and to avoid tI1e
"it won't work" criticism later on; Air
Training Command to give u innova·
tive design concept for affordable
training equipment; and of COurSe, the
contractor to do it right the first time.
We delegated a lot of work ro tI1e Air
Force plant reps for monitoring con·
tractor performance and to the Air
Force Flight Te t Center at EdwardsAFB
for conducting and reporting on the
flight test program.
Our ommitrnent to building the B·
IB within the time and co t constraints
demanded that we control what we
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bought. We learned tllat no manufaccurer is going ro ay, "No, I can't do it."
He'U always gamble on the hope that
he can indecd find a way_ We had to
become more involved than the arm's
length way of dealing with indu try that
we had used in me past. We became
more informed on tI1e actual capabilitie and potential capabilitie of our
contractors. We asked questions like:
How are you going to build this? What
materials are you going to use' What
equipment will you need? As far as fa·
cilities and use of technology are con·
cerned, I believe that the B-1 B program
is etting a pattern for aerospace production in me future. In the pa t, we've
tended ro concentrate mOre on capability and less about co t. But wi th the
price of weapon system these days,
cost becomes increasingly important.
Encouraging people to think, to u e
their common sen e and to be creative,
helps to hold the line on co ts.
The B-1 B became a symbol of An1erican higlHech resolve-an example of
thoughtfu~ careful defense manage·
ment to meet a well documented
threat. Everyone involved in tbe pro·
gram---cl1iefexecutive officers to clerks
-understood the importance of our
520.5 biJlion progr.un baseline. They
re olved to make tile program a success. And they did. In Ie s than three
years, we delivered the first airplane to
Dyess AFB in Abilene, TX, mead of
schedule and under budget. But per·
hap the best indicator of our uccess
came in t985 when Congre for the
fir t time in more than decade did nor
offer an amendment to kill the B·) Pro·
granl. The efforts of the team approach
were finally being recognized.

LTG WILliAM E THURMAN is vice
commander oftbe Us. AirF01·ceSys·
tems Command, Andrews Air Force
Base, MD. He graduated from the
Us. Naval Academy with a B.S_ degree in 1954, received an M. . degree
in aeronautical engineering from
the Air Force Institute ofTechnology
in 1962, and has all M.A degree tn
management engineering from
George Washington University
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Coordinating Army and Industry R&D Programs
By Dr. Karl Bastress

In 1983, as LTG Robert l. Moore as·
sumed the position of deputy com·
manding general for research,
development and acquisition of the
Army Materiel Command, he directed
that Army R&D program be coordi·
nated with industry independem R&D
(!R&D) progranls. The purpose of this
directive was to avoid unneces ary duo
plication between the two R&D activo
ities and to achieve synergistic benefits
through coordinated planning.
Coordination with (R&D programs is
a Significant bange in R&D manage·
ment for the Army. Arm)' R&D man·
agers must focus their efforts on
planning and execution ofArmy·funded
programs since that is their primary reo
sponsibility. Developments from indu .
try programs are incorporated into
Army programs as they appear but heretofore a detailed familiarity with IR&D
program has not been required. The
coordination requirement changes the
perspective of the Army manager and
increase the cope of activities under
hi urveillance.
What are the Anny R&D and industry
IR&D programs and how do they relate? How an they be coordinated and
what benefits an be expected from coordination 7 This article addresses these
que tions.

ordination is prOVided by the director
of Army research and technology at DA
with detailed management by the Army
Materiel Command (AMC), Army Med·
ical R&D Command. Corps of Engi·
neers, and the Army Re earch Institute
for Behavioral and Social Sciences. AMC
is responsible for approximately 80
percent of the program.

Industry IR&D Program
A second major R&D effort contrib·
uting to Army equipment development
is conducted by industry as a part of its
independent R&D activities. 111is effort
i plan.ned, funded, and per formed by
companies to develop new product
and capabilities to enter new markets.
The magnimde of thi industry R&D
effort, as indicated in Figure 2A, i com·
parable to the overall federal R&D ef·
lort. Most (R&D in 1984 (S45';B) was
funded by 820 !:lfge corpor3tions.
How much of this industry effort is
relevant to military equipmcnt devel·
opment 7 That portion is difficult to de·
termine because the content of these
programs is private information and
generally not accessible out ide each

company. Also, much of this R&D effort
is of a generic nature and not uniquely
related to either military or non-mili·
tary application .
However, there is a part of this in·
dustry R&D effort whi h is primarily
oriented toward military application
and, for r asons explained below, is ac·
cessible by the military ervices. Thi
is the R&D performed by major defense
contractors independent of work per·
formed under DOD contracts. The mag·
nitude of this effort in 1984, as shown
in Figure 2A, was approximately $;.1
billion. An assessment performed by
the Army indicate that approximately
20 percent or 1 billion of this effort
is directly relevant to Army require·
ments (Figure 28). dvances in tech·
nology and improved products flow
continuously from (R&D.
The Army·relevant !R&D is an important adjunct to the Army ROTE pro·
gram. It serves as an additional source
of new technology and improves the
capabilities of the defense industry to
provide improved equipment for the
Army. Considering both the Army·rel·
evant (R&D and the portion of the Army
RDTE program performed by industry

The Army ROTE Program
The size of the program and its reo
131ionship to oth r fellemJ R&D progranls are indicated in Figure I A. For
fi cal year 1984, Congress appropriated
54.2 billion for Army equipment de·
velopment representing I - percent of
the defense R&D budget and 9 percent
ohll federal R&D programs in that year.
The Army RDTE program, as shown
in Figure 1B, is performed jointly by
industry, universities, federal contract
research centers (FCRCs), and Army
laboratories with indu try performing
the Largest share through contracts
with various equipment development
commands. Overall ROTE program co·
May-June 1986

A. ALL FEDERAL R&D PROGRAMS
$43.2 BILLION
Figure 1.

B. ARMY ROTE PROGRAMS
BY PERFORMER

Federal R&D Expenditures in Fiscal Year 1984.
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A. ALL U.S. CORPORATIONS

B. 100 MAJOR DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

TOTAL - $48.0 BILLION

Figure 2.

Industry IR&D Expenditures in 1984.

under DOD contracts, it is clear that
industry plays a major role in Army
eqUipment development.

ffi&D Funding
The Army, as well as the other ser·
vices, has access to information on
lR&D programs of major defense con·
tractors as a by-product of an action by
the Congress to control lR&D costs
borne by the governmenL Costs of
!R&D efforts are recovered by com·
panies, whether engaged in defense or
non-defense work, through income
from sales of products or services. The
price of each sale (on average) mu t
include all costs of doing busine plus
some amount of profit. IR&D costs are
recognized by the federal government
as legitinlate business expenses and are
accepted as aUowable overhead costs
on contracts with the government. The
Army, Ilke other government agencies,
expects to pay its share of allowable
overhead expenses incurred by its con·
tractors, including m&D expenses.
In 1970, the Congress acted to limit
the amounts that companies recover
from the government for m&D costs to
"reasonable" levds. That act requires
that any company recovering more
than a threshold amount in any year
must, in the next year, negotiate with
the government to establish a ceiling
on its recovery during that year. At the
present time that threshold is set at $4.4
million for the combined recovery of
m&D and bid and proposal costs. About
100 companies exceed that threshold
and must negotiate cost recovery ceilings each year. These were the companies mentioned earlier as having
expended S5.1 billion on IR&D programs in 1984. Of this amount, $1.7
10
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billion was recovered through sales to
DOD and approximately 300 million
of that amount was recovered from the
Army. The remainder of the 5.1 billion
expense was recovered by these companies from proceeds from commercial
sales or from internal resources.
As a part of the ceiling negotiation
process, DOD is required to evaluate
each company's !R&D program for
technical qUality and relevance to mil·
itary functions. It is tills feature of the
process which allows the Army and
other services to have access to information on !R&D programs of major de·
fense contractors.

Army Evaluation of ffi&D

Programs
The Army participates with the avy,
Air Force and NASA in evaluating IR&D
programs and is responsible for managing evaluations of companies which
have the Army as their principal government customer. These companies
include most manufacturers of military
ground vehicles, helicopters and communications equipment, and selected
manufacturer of missiles and electronics systems. The primary evaluation
mechanism is a review of an (R&D tech·
nical plan submitted annually to DOD
by each company. This evaluation is
supplemented by an on- ite program
review generally held every three
years.
With guidance from the government
!R&D manager, the company prepares
its technical plan and distributes it to
designated DOD and NASA laboratories
where it is evaluated by scientists and
engineers with expertise in the areas
covered by the [R&D program, During
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this process the technical plans are
treated as proprietary information and
protected against unauthorized release
outside the government. Written evaluations from laboratory staff members
are forwarded to a lead laboratory
where they are consolidated into a
technical evaluation report. This report
is reviewed with the company and then
is forwarded to the IR&D manager and
negotiator for use in negotiating tbe
ceiling on the company' IR&D recovery during the next year.
As mentioned above, the evaluation
process erves the statutory requirement for supporting the ceiling negotiation process. However, the
evaluation prOVides a more far-reaching
benefit in establi hing a technical information exchange between industry
and government R&D per onnel. TI1C
government learns about the content
and accomplishments of IR&D programs while industry benefits from review of its programs by government
cientists and engineers. The exchange
also serves as one of several processes
through which DOD keeps industry informed of its technology requirements
and priorities.

Coordination of Army and
Industry R&D
The initiative by the Army to coor·
dinate its ROTE progranl witb indu try
!R&D program is not an entirely new
concept. There has always been an extensive interchange of information on
R&D activities between the Army and
industry, and a degree of coordination
already exists, particularly on the industry side. Industry R&D managers
watch the Army ROTE program as one
measure of the levels of Army interest
in various areas of technology, and
there is a tendency for industry to pattern IR&D funding after ROTE funding
by the Army and other services. In addition, many companies plan their
m&D projects to upplement contract
R&D projects and to lead to future contract R&D and procurement programs.
On the government side, however,
there has not been a consistcnt or continuing effort to take lR&D programs
into account in planning ROTE progranls. By coordination of.its ROTE program with relevant IR&D programs, the
Army hopes to achieve th foUowing:
• reduce duplication of effon in development of systems or components
which are intended 'to serve similar
functions;
• enhance technology base proMay-June 1986

grams by haring information between
industry and governmem laboratories
on R&D project objectives, approaches
and progre ; and
• stimulate additional indu try
!R&D investment in areas of high intere t to the Army.
In working toward these objectives,
however, tbe Army will not attempt to
redirect indu try !.R&D programs; that
is, the independence of IR&O planning
by industry will be preserved. Also, the
proprietary nature oflR&D program information will continue to be pro·
tected; coordinated R&D planning by
the Army will not resuLt in public reo
lease of information on industry programs.
The focu of the Army's coordination
effort i on its ROTE program. Actions
to achieve the objectives of coordination will be limited to changes in the
ROTE program. However, the Army will
continue to provide advanced R&D
planning information to industry for
use in lR&D program planning.

process through which the Army RDTE
program is developed and have become
integral parts of that process.

Integration of ffi&D Projects
TIle assessment of JR&O projects
forms the base for integrating IR&O
project infomlation into dle ROTE program. This assessment is a continuing
process performed by staff members
dedicated, at least part-time, to the
function. The project assessment coordinator maintains cognizance over
company !R&D programs which contain projects rel,lled to dle mission area
of the coordinator's organization. His
primary information sources include
dle written technical plans distributed
annually by dle companies and a data
bank of information on (R&D programs
maintained by dle Defense -lCchnicaJ
Information Center (OTIC). 11le OTIC
IR&D data bank contain only summary
infomlation on !R&D projects but can
be searched readily to identify projects
in particular areas of technology.
The assessment function is a major
task; over 200 (R&D technical plan are
issued each year by divisions ofdle 100
corporations participating, and these
plans describe over 7,000 projects.
(One complete set of dle 200 technical
plans occupies about 75 feet of shelf
pace.) Clearly, the IR&D project as·
sessnlent coordinator must invest a
considerable amount of time reviewing
projects even if his area of interest is
limited.
Relating !R&D projects to new systems in development-the second step
in the oordination process--i conducted in conjunction with tbe preparation of mission area materiel plans.

Approach
The approach being taken by the
Army to coordinate its ROTE progranl
with industry program requires detailed knowledge of (R&D progranls
and u e of that knowledge in planning
the ROTE program. Specific steps being
taken in tbe coordination proce sinclude assessments of IR&O projects,
correlation of IR&D projects with
ROTE projects and objectives, and management actions to achieve coordination objectives through ROTE program
changes.
These actions are c.xecuted in ~-yn
chron ization with the annual review
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Information on each project which supports a sy tem is compiled in a standard
format identifying the system and
briefly stating the supporting role of tbe
project. All !R&D projects are not included in dle compilation since many
do not support Army systems, but many
projects support more dlan one system.

Management Actions
In the final coordination step, management actions are taken to utilize the
!.R&D project infonnation, and the
R&D manager bases his actiOns on integrated technology summaries (Figure
3).
Typical management action include:
• consideration of the state oflR&D
technology in decisions to start system
development and to set system performance goals,
• modification or elimination of
ROTE projects to reduce duplication or
to create complementary projects, and
• initiation of R&D contracts to
stimulate and support IR&D efforts in
critical areas of technology needed for
specific systems.
These actions may be taken during
the formal review of dle ROTE program
or at any otber time of dle year. Haying
information on ffi&D projects available
in system-related form facilitates the
process and promotes coordination between the two R&D areas.

Future Initiatives
The current initiative by dle Army to
coordinate its ROTE progranl widl industry R&D program was started in
1984 and became fuUy implemented in
1985 in conjunction with development
of me 1986 ROTE program. To improve
ROTE and IR&O coordination and to
c.xtend dle process to other R&D areas,
new initiatiyes have been tarted or are
being considered:
• Electronic data processing will
support integration of !R&D project
data with RDTE program data. Approaches to accessing and classifying
IR&D data are being evaluated as a first
step in this initiative.
• Incorporation of information on
industry program in manufacturing
and production engineering is being
considered. This category of industry
effort is not classified as lR&O and,
therefore, is not reported to DOD in
!R&D technical plans. However, some
companies have volunteered to share
information on this work.
Exten ion of the R&D coordination
initiative, to include foreign R&D pro-
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grams, offer substantial benefits. bar·
ing R&D data with other ATO nations
could save an e timated 25 billion in
R&D costS among tho e nations by al·
lOWing duplication of R&D projects to
be reduced. Howe"er, impediments to
sharing among foreign nations stem·
ming from export controls are also substantial. Thus, this initiative may
pro eed more slowly than others.

Summary
The Army recognizes industry !R&D
as an important adjunct to it ROTE program and expects that coordination

will reduce unnecessary duplication of
efforts. The Army i increasing it efforts to keep industry informed of R&D
priorities and requirements to provide
guidance in IR&D program planning.
There is no artempt by the Army to
direct industry IR&D programs; coordination i being achie"ed primarily
through changes in the Army ROTE
program stemming from an awareness
of IR&D program objectives and prog·
re . FinaUy, interactions with other in·
dustry R&D activities and foreign R&D
program are future Army goals.
These management actions are
broadening the perspectives of Army
R&D manager and arc extending the
resources accessible to dlem in devel·
oping new and improved military
equipment.

"

DR KARL BASTRESS is chief, Technology integration Division, Office
Of the Deputy Chief ofStafffor Teehrlology Planning and Management,
U.S. Army Laboratory Command.
He balds 8.S. and M.S degrees in
mechanical engineering from tbe
University ofRochester and a Ph.D.
in aeronautical engineering fl'0112
Princeton University.

DCAA and the Army Train Together
On Sept. 20, 1985 the Defense Contract Audit AgenC)
(OCAA) and the U.S. Army agreed to a Memorandum of
nderstanding that initiated the DCAA Contract Audit
Training Program for U.S. Army procurement and
technical upport personnel. loe program resulted from
the Arm ·'s overall <:ffort to contillUally upgrade the
expertise within the procurement Iproduction career
field.
TIle initial program started with three positions in
October 1985. Three additional positions were approved
in April 1986 and four more are slated for July 1986.
Functional Area 97 Officers selected for the progr:un are
required to be in the grade of capalin through lieutenant
colonel and have completed basic through intemlediatc
accounting courses (preferably with additional auditing
and cost accounting background) or a degree in a
technical speCiality, such as data proce --ing or industrial
engineering, or an appropriate combination of experience
and education.
Each officer spend~ 12 months in a training position
followed by a three-year a- ignment at a procurement
command. The program require that officers receive the
ame training and supervision that is provided to an entry
level DCAA auditor. TIle focus of the training is for the
officer to become involved and productive in the OCAA
functions in order to transfer that knowledge intO future
assignments.
To accompli h the program goal -, the officers are under
the direct upervision of me OCAA supervisory field
auditor while remaining ubject to the administrati e
control of dle Army. Ci\·ilian clothing is worn in lieu of
uniforms and, for aU practical purposes. the officers are
considered employees of DCAA.
The St. Louis Branch Office was selected as a training
itc because of its proximity to se\'eral major procurement
command . During the fir t three months of the program,
the author has completed several prescribed self-stud}'
cour e as well as two forward pricing proposals, two final
voucher audits, and has assisted on a billing system and
related progress payment audit, an estimating system
review, and a comprehensive lab audit. N t a ad start.
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rn addition to the obvious benefits to me Army, the
program allows nearly every auditor in OCAA to
potentially gain something. One of the main advantages
is that in the near future OCAA audit reports will be
reeei"ed br OCAA trained officers working in the
procurement activities (procuring contracting officer
and upervisors, and contract cost analysis branch chiefs).
The e officers will have a better understanding of OCAA's
role and will more fully utilize me auditors and their
reports in the pre- through post-award proce . A
econdary benefit of me program is that DCAA auditors
wiU be able to increase their knowledge of the operating
procedur<."S of a procurement command from workrelated conversatiOns with the officers.
A it now tands, me program provides training for 10
officers per year. and offers many expansion
opportunities. lbese may include adding Air Force and
Navy personnel and dviJian procurement personnel, as
well as increasing me number of trainees per rear. An
equally benefiCial option would be to have OCAA auditors
train at procurement commands. In this process, the
auditOrs would become more fully aware of the buying
process.
The Armr and DCAA must work as a tearn and this
program is promoting that concept. Better buys through
smarter buys; smarter buys through smarter buyers.
lhe DCAA training program is being managed by the
FA 97 Proponent Office. imilar to the Training with
Industry' Program. Officers interested in participation
should contact the FA 97 assignment officer on
AUTOVON 221-5210 or the FA 97 proponent on
AUTOVON 284-8125. In addition to the DCAA St. Louis
program described above, training positions exist at
Warren, Ml Huntsville, AL, Mountainside and Princtton,
NJ. Rockford, IL and Philadelphia, PA.

The preceding article was authored by CPT Edmund
G. He/'ald, a participant in tbe DG4A Contract Audit
Traini11g Program.
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Foreign Dependency in Military
Purchasing
By John Larry Baer
The following remarks, edited fol'
magazineformo.t, were originally presented at an American Defense Pre·
paredness Association Metal Parts
Section meeting in October 1985.

Introduction
Is there a dependence on foreign
sources for orne of our military and
commercial hardware? Yes, there is, but
my thesis is that while it certainly exists, it is not egregious. It is something
which is becoming universal, if it is not
already, but I believe it is something we
can live with. In this article, I propose
to give you some ideas how.
There are a few items of military
hardware whicb depend largely on foreign sources--some for parts, some for
raw materials and some for the entire
system. For example, there is a laser
range finder in the Army Helicopter Improvement Program (AHIP) dlermal
imaging system that is made by a father
and son team in a little shop in Scotland.
There is also a cryogeniC cooler for the
AHIP that is made only in Germany. The
laser filter glass for the MI tank is made
by the German Firma Schou, but fortunately in their Duryea, PA, factory.
But for how long? What if economic
pressures prevail?
The cobalt, chromium, nickel, titanium and niobium used in the MI 's famous heat exchanger recuperalOr
plates all come from off·shore, some of
il from countries with whom we're not
exactly on friendly terms. The zircon
sand for our Combined Effects Munitions and Sonobuoys comes from Aus·
tralia-a friendly country, but pretty far
away if we need the stuff in tinle of war.
Under the off-set program, many of
the subsystems for our 1'·16 and 1'-18
aircraft corne from far away places like
Australia, Greece, Israel, Korea or Spain.
Of course, many of those suppHers are
backed up by U.S. manufacturers who
fill at least SO percent of our requirements. They could increase their Olltput in time of war.
Sometimes we get major parts offhare. For example, the aft section of
the AV-8 Harrier is shipped from"England to St. Louis for assembly with tlle
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nose and mid- ection.
Occasionally we get a whole system,
like the AU·S hemical Protective ystern that the Marines are buying from
a British consortium becau e no one in
the .S. could makc a system that met
their need . Other examples are an lealian handgun and a Belgian machine gun.
In many cases, in both military and
commercial procurements, we buy
parts off-shore because their quality is
better and more predictable. Sometimes it' a machine tool that we can
get from off-shore ources in three to
four weeks (usually modified to meet
or exceed ou r precise needs) while the
American manufacturer wants eight
months to a year to deliver-to hi
pees! But often as nor the determinant
i cost.
Sometimes it's not just a que ·tion of
price or delivery. When GoodyC'ar built
a common ca.rrier pipe Hne system that
required 30-inch thin wall pipe with
low residual magnetism for connecting
off-shore Californ.ia oil fields to Gulf
Coast refineries, they turned to Belgian,
French and other overseas steel makers
for 300,000 ton (two-thirds of dleir
needs). They found that none of the
three .5. steel companies dlat bid for
the job was fully able to meet dle pecs
and Goodyear had to wait while they
reopened a mothballed plant and hired
and trained new labOr.
Some of you may recall that in ep·
tember 1982 tbe Army conducted a
survey of all its manufacturing technology office to identify where we
were dep ndent upon foreign technology, machinery or components. We
identified some 140 items such as ilk
lacing cord for propellant bags from Ja·
pan, Taiwan and Korea; Monton wax
from East Germany which is used as
binder in the 1200101 XM830 projectile
explosives; pinacolyl alcohol from Po·
land; and carbide hobs for mechanical
time fuzes from Switzerland.
nut's just in dle area of metal parts
and munitions components. But remember almost all munitions today
contain electronic and a lot of those
chips come from off-shore. Intel of
Santa Clara, CA, supplies the micropro·
cessor "brains" of iBM and IBM-com·

patible machines, but Japane e
producers have driven Intel out of all
but a tiny niche of the DRAM computer
chips that Intel invented. And guess
who's right on their tail-the four tigers! Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan
and Singapore are right there onJapan's
heel often making products bearing
Sears, Mattei or iBM labels. In lVs
they're competing with ony, RCA and
Zenith; also in tennis rackets, in cameras, and in apparel. But right behind
the four tiger are China and Thailand
who have lower wage rates and are
trying to build a reputation for quality
goods.
And now we begin to get to the crux
of our problem : lower labor costs in
the Orient and better technology implementation in both Europe and Asia.
The danger is that once we corne to
rely on a foreign source and the U.S.
manufacturer no longer finds it rewarding to keep on producing for a limited
market (such as the U.. military) we
may get locked into a foreign upplier
by default-and de fault will be ours.

Identifying Foreign Parts
Requirements
While much of the problem i in
learning how to live with foreign input
to American military systems, an essen·
tial element of the learning pro css is
first to know what parts, raw materials
or subsystems have been identified by
tlle design engineer as being potentially
or critically foreign sourced. There are
several reviews built into the Army system development cycle which, while
they exist, are not always fully adhered
to.

TIlere is the Design Engineering Review, initial and fmal production read·
iness review and other management
check points which are specifically designed to clearly identify all foreign
and/or sole ourced parts. Also, the
Army Materiel Command (AMC) has its
production base study item analy is
sheets as well as a report that the Industrial Base Engineering Activity publishe annually to identify all critical
foreign and sole ourced parts for each
system.
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Unfortunately, foreign parts are not
always identified during the cited reo
views and, even when they are, findings
may be ignored 0 as not to inter fere
with the timely fielding of the system
under review. But the identification sys·
tern is there if we want to use it. When
we identify the parts we have to decide
what is the best way to procure and
integrate them into the system.

Competition
Whether we call it "healthy compe·
tition," (that' when another country
faces an off·shore challenge), or "vir·
tual foreign dominance," (that'S when
we face the challenge), we can't deny
that competition exists. The bearing in·
dustry tells us that imports comprised
53 percent of the bearings used in the
.S. in 1983, primarily in the lower end
of the market in terms of dollar value.
In other words, the high cost, pecialry
bearings are still successfully made by
U.S. manufacturers.

Survival
I'm afraid that in order to stay com·
petitive we may have to do one of two
things, and maybe both selectively. The
first thing is to modernize.
We've heard it ad nauseum. Too many
times we've read that the vice president
of General Electric told his audience
that we have to automate or emigrate.
None of us is prepared to go up the
chimney in smoke just yet. But there is
a limit to the anlOunt of money we have
to modernize. We've all accepted by
now that alltomation and its concomi·
tam high costs cannot be justified
merely on the expected six, 12 or 18
months return-on,investment.
How do we modernize? My belief is
that the best way to modernize so that
the results are in the best interest of
both private industry and government,
is to use the Army's Producibiliry En·
gineering Program (PEP). The program,
according to Darold Griffin, the Army
Materiel Command's deputy chief of
staff for production incorporates the
best features of the old Advanced Pro·
duction Engineering (APE) program as
well as manufacturing methods and
technology.
I believe that we, as the industrial
ann of that much maligned military·in·
du trial complex, have the capability
and the responsibility to make our mil·
itary hardware more cost effective. To
do so we have to remain competitive
with metal parts manufacturers over·
seas, our brothers and sisters in arms.
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Only in that way can we achieve the
real DOD objective and bring the man·
ufacture of critical parts back to our
shores.

Teaming Up
The second thing we must do to stay
competitive is "team up." The key to
survival in this highly competitive, very
sophisticated market, is a good teaming
arrangemenL Litton Industries bought
a 14 percent equiry in Gildemei ter, a
West German maker of computerized,
flexible manufacturing systems, sharing
markets and technology with them.
Houdaille now has extensive marketing
and licensing agreements with German,
French, English and Italian equipment
fabricators.
MAJlG in Zurich had computer·controlled sensing and feedback on their
gear-grinding machines while we were
still making manual adjustments and
Me erschmidt·Bulkow·Blobm had a
computer·controLled milling cutter
sharpening, storage and transport sys·
tem as a part of their computer integrated and automated manufacturing
system in operation in Augsburg in mill·
ing Titanium Tornado parts well before
we thought of using such a system. Fur·
ther, one of the earliest, cost effective
flexible manufacturing systems was in·
stalled and op rational at a Fiat plant in
Italy in the 1970s.
By teaming up with off·shore sup'
pliers who use the latest, best and mo t
cost·effective tedmology we not only
harness their capabilities, but we also
learn from them. Of course, truly effec·
tive limiting of our foreign dependency
really requires U.S. licensing of these
foreign processes. But that can't always
be done.

Using Foreign Parts
A less drastic step than tearning with
a foreign competitor, if that doesn't it
too well with management, is to use
low cost foreign sourced parts as an
input for the American product. Rather
than losing the whole job, or going
through the admittedly difficult task of
cooperative production with the
(feared and despised) foreigner, there
is the option to sub·contract certain
high production rate, low cost parts,
especially those requiring a high labor
content.

Understanding Foreign
Competition
We are no longer facing Bret Harte's
"devious Chinaman" across the card tao
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ble. We are dealing with highly skilled,
well organized technocrats. Do we
have a well defined, highly articulate,
American national indu trial policy
plan which carefully defines projects
and where they plan to excel, asJapan's
Mini try of International Trade and In·
dustry has published? There's hardly an
area of technology from ceramics and
electronics to lasers and automated rna·
chining where they don't have well de·
fined goals.
We need to understand those goals,
to recognize sources of foreign com·
petition, and to appreciate their modus
operandi, strengths and weaknesses, be·
fore we can even begin to think of sit·
ting down to work with them.
Before we approach a foreign com·
petitor to consider setting up a coop·
erative working agreement, whether he
speaks our language or not, we've got
to study him, know his product and his
methods of operation and above all, to
learn a bit of his language or hire some·
one technically qualified who speaks
his language and knows his customs.
Arrange to visit him to put you in a
better position to suggest a teaming ef·
fort.
Whether it's in Europe or the Orient
or the Mideast-lack of thi kind of
preparation will almost certainly doom
to failure what will doubtless be an ex·
pensive, nerve wracking, time consum·
ing effort. As in any marriage, we must
be prepared for give and take with a
future partner or again expect to fail
And when you run into a problem with
your foreign teaming partner as you do
occasionally even in the best of mar·
riages, for pete's sake do not send your
Lawyers over there. They don't want to
see your lawyers--send your engineers
and technicians. They're the one who
can clear up the technical problems.

Labor Relations
All the noble preparatiOns in the
world and cooperation from a potential
off·shore supplier or team partner will
fail unless your employees know that
success depends upon them and that
without their active cooperation and
participation the foreign teaming effort
is likely to fail and they will very likely
be unemployed. They must be made
aware of the extent and degree of for·
eign competition, and what it means to
them to either tum out a competitive,
high quality product or 10 e the market
and their job with it. I cannot empha·
size this aspect of employee partici·
pation strongly enough because that is
the area where many glorious and oth·
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erwise well thought·out Pllll1 have totally fallen apart. Your employees can
make a ucces of your modernization
or they can wreck it.
We don't have a choice any more. It's
a hrinking world of high peed communication, relatively high speed transportation and stiff comperition_
Whether we like it or not, we are dependent to a greater or lesser degree
on foreign competitors and suppliers.
We either learn to work with them or
go under.

JOH lARRYBAER is a registered
professional engineer with extensive experience as a consultant in
the fields Of manufacturing technology and and engineering management. He fonnerly served for 31
years in government service and
holds bachelor's and master's degrees in chemical engineering and
an MBA degree.

Contract Support for Deployed Forces
The date and time arc unimportant. The plae<: bone
of tbo,c countries \",hlch, although it rna)' not have a
wealth of straregic natural reources, is -trategically important in the cherne of dle world' starus quo. With
camouflaged faces and wearing uniform whieh blend
with the desert or the jungle, they leap from the plane
or storm ashore from the landing craft. 1he United States
has deployed force in response to a contingency. Among
the combat troop are the military contracting officers.
Contracting officers assigned to the Office of the As·
si,tant Chief of !aff, Materiel, 1st Corp Support Command, Fort Bt'olgg, NC. hale the mission of pro\'iding
comract support to U.. force deployed outside the continental Cnited States (OCO 5) during e, ercises or contingencies. To date, these officers have deployed widl and
prolided contract support to unit of the Army. ir Force,
and Na\')' in the island -of the Caribbea.n, jungles of entral
America and deserts of me Middle East.
Contract uppon is vital to the deployed forces. as often
the normal military logistical system is not in place or
cannor provide, in a timely fashion, the supplies or service
needed. The contracting officers fill this void, ensuring
no degradation oceurs in the combat capahility of the
force.
chool-trained as procurement and production officers
( pecial!)' Code 97), the contt'olcting officers arc warI"olmed (authorized) to legally Obligate the U.S. government. Their "bibles" are thc Federal cquisition
Regulation (FAR), the DOD Supplement to the FAR
(DFAR), and the Army upplcment (AFAR). These do ument.' prescribe federal and Defense Department policies and procedures for obtaining goods and services.
Unfortunately, the are written with the rclation hips be·
tween the .5. government and .5. contractors in mind.
Mo t sections arc nor applicable OCO 'CS and there is
no guidance whatsoever on contracting in ho tile envirolilllenrs (i.e., actual combat zones or where no formal
relationsbips cxi -t bety,,'een the U.S. government and the
government of the foreign country). Compounding the
problem arc the facts that the military Contt'olcting officer
can influence me good or bad will of dle foreign govenlment and the local population through his action miactions when obtaining goods and services, as well as the
f.liJure on the pan of 'ome commanders to realize thel'
are no longer in the United Statt-'S.
It is a problem, bUI nor in urmountablc. The military
contracting officer must try to comply with the applicable
regulations. while modifying them to meet local customs
and siluations. All contracts must be written and incorpOl"ate me applicable clauses and provi -ions which pcrtain to the type of comract. nfortunately, most local
"endor~ do not recognize written documents or do not
understand English well enough to comprehend the
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meaning of the clauses and provi~ion . Although the documents can be translated into local language, Ihis ,uppOrt
mal' nor be readily available or the translator is not techni ally proficient enough to translate the document where
both vcr-ions have the same meaning.
One of the contract provision proVides the cavC'dt dlat
in case of differences between the tran 'Iated and English
versions, the English version will ha\'e precedence. But
in a country where no formal agreement exists between
the United States the foreign government pecifying the
relationship between the country's law, and busines procedurt· with Our, it is not reasonable to assume that thi
provi ion or any prO\ i ion will be mutually binding on
the parties to the contract.
Thi i when the contracting officer must temper the
rigidit)' of the FAR, DFAR, and AFAR with the tlexibility
of sound judgement and common 'ense. It is not enough
to assume what i written in these regulation~ is gospel
and accepted world-wide. Thi i~ a dangerous as. umption
for an American, civilian or military, to make. American
laws, customs, and procedures are binding on the people
and governments of other countries only to the extent
tbal they choo e to be bound. TIle contracting officer
mu t work with the local vendor or governments to
reach a contract that is agreeable to both partie~ and
provides the needed goods and service where and when
they are needed. However, ro do thb. the contracting
officer mal' have to modify tbe wording of variou provisions and dauses. something which he is not empowered to do. But when the apprOVing authori[}' is thousands
of miles away, and goods or services arc needed no\v, a
decision has to be made. In the final analysb. the con·
tracting officer must obtain tbe needed goods an service
at a fair and reasonable price, in a m;mner which is legal.
agreeable to both parties, and doe not give one an unfair
advantage over the other.
In short. the military contracting officer muM be a
unique combination of combat soldier. contracting officer. goodwill ambassador, and legal clerk.

The preceding article was authored by MAJ AndrewLJohnsonJr., chief Procurement Branch, Office, Assistant Chief of Staff: Materiel, 1st Corps
lIppor/ Command, Clnd CPT(P) William F. Ahnas,
contracting officel; Office, Assistant Chief of Staff,
Materie4 1st Corps Support Command.
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Soviet Milita
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Equipment
graphs of Soviet military equipment
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Main Battle Tank M 1981/83
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Operations Research Symposium
Draws 300

I·

More than 300 civilian and military
personnel as embled late last year at
the U.S. Army Logistics Management
eente.r, Fort Lee, VA, for the 24th Annual
U.S. Army Operations Research Sympo ium (AORS). Representatives from
the United tates, Germany, Canada,
etherlands and the United Kingdom
attended the two-day event.
For the 12th con ecutive year the
symposium was co-ho ted by the U.S.
Army Logistics Center, the .. Army
Quartermaster Center and Fort Lee and
the U.. Army Logistics M~nagement
Center. The .. Army Training and
Doctrine Command, and the U.S. Army
TRADOC y tem Analysis Activity
(TRASANA) sponsored and organized
the meeting.
According to LTC Kenneth R. Breeden, sympOSium chairman from TRA·
SANA, the purpo e of the AORS is to
"share ideas and any kind of innovations
on new techniques in applying ana·
lysis" with the Army's operations research/systems analysis (ORSA)
community.
Present and future goals, programs,
achievements and problems were dis·
clissed in two general sessions in support of tbe symposium theme, "Army
Analysis of the Future."
Leon F. Goode, director ofTRASANA,
called the meeting to order and wei·
comed attendees. Following Goode's
remarks, the first general session got un·
derway with LTG Max W Noah, compo
troller of the Army, delivering tbe
keynote address.
oab commented on the high quality
of today's Army and said that currendy
the Army "is on a high:' "We have superb people and a good recruiting plan.
We feel good," he added. "Right now
the Army is looking good."
Focu ing his discussion on the ORSA
community and thi year's theme, Noal)
compared analysi from 1965 to the
present, noting that the Army started to
broaden out in analysis in the 1970 .
He added that an immediate look to the
future would project the Army to come
out of the decade with "double-digit
growth."
ow reminded analysts that there is
an ar: to analysis. "You practice it. It is
not a crank·turning machine," he said,
adding that analysts 'ICe producing anal·
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yses to keep leaders informed. "You are
not producing analyses JUSt for yourself.
You have to match it to wbat your
leader wants" he said.
MGjobn W Woodmanseejr., assistant
deputy chief of staff for operatiOns and
plans, force development, led the ec·
ond general session.
In support of the !DRS theme, Wood·

mansee devoted most of his discussion
to the "ordeal of change" and how the
Army and ORSA community should
adapt to change. He admitted that
change is tough and "hard to come by."
(colltinlled on Page 26)

Army Systems Analysis Awards
One of the key features at the 24th Army Operation Researdl Symposium
was the presentation of the Army Systems Analysi Award. Civilian and
militarv personnel are eligible for the award, which is generally pre ented
to an individual and a group for exceptional performance in operation
research/system analysis activities throughout the year.
According to Walter W HoJJis, deputy under secretary of me Army for
operations research, 16 nominations were submitted for awards. Bollis added
that for the first finle ince the awards have been given, the reviewing
committee found "that the call was so dose they created a category of
honorable mention."
TIle 1985 individual award was presented to MAj William R Aldridge of
me U.S. Army Combined Arm Operations Research Activity. He was
commended for his achievements as director of the Anti·Helicopter tudy.
The group award went to 24 individuals representing four agencies for
their contributions to the Why Three Radio Study. Recipients were Robert
L Bowen, Steven T Chizmar, Henry C Dubin, Leon R Fox, John C
Herringshaw, Paul R. Kunselman, Patrick J. O'Neill, Arend B. Reid, uzanne
R. Stratton, Karen A. Wilson and Arif R. zaky of dle U.. Anny Materiel ystems
Analysis Activity; Cary Fishman, joseph Hill, Albert KFrecman, john Slechta
and jack Zavin of the U.S. Army Communications and Electronics Command;
William Barr, joseph Nowak and William Stirrat of the U.S. Army Electronics
R&D Command (now LABCOM); and Dick Brown, Rodney Cushing, Bruce
Eisentrout, Wayne Manning and Wayne Stram of the .S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command.
Honorable mention awards in the individual category were presented to
Paul D. Formby, Anni ton Army Depot, and Lyle E. Starr, Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Researdl, Development and Acquisition, Department of th
Anny.
Formby was re ognized for hi achievements as project officer for the
Dynamic System to Optimize Parts Supply Study, while Starr was commended
for his analysi of the Army Conventional An1munition Progranl.
Two honorable mention group award were also presented this year. Joseph
G. McCoy, Robert H. Priest and Dale A. Lyall of !pe Information Systems
Command were recognized for their participation in the comparative cost
analysi tudy of the Federal Telecommunications System and the Wide Area
Telephone Service. The judging panel noted that this was a "well·founded
and innovative comparison that is leading to major cost savings."
Nine employees from the U.S. Army Logi tics Center were also the
recipients of an honorable mention group award for dleir support of the
Automated Support ystem for Army Unit Logi tic Training project. The
reviewing COmJlllttee de cribed the project a a "pioneering effort with
considerable potential pay-off for sinlulation and training in me logistics area."
Recipients of mis award were Ronald R. Recher, james R. Behne, Ann M.
Campbell,james W Anderson, Frank A. Lawrence, Alfred D. Damour, Lynn A.
Lentz, Laurence T ByaID and Wayne A. Seeley.
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Digital Topographic Support System
By Sandra J. Cleva
last October, a team of oldiers and
scientists in Ansbach, West Germany
prepared some 600 terrain analysis
products for the I t Armored Division.
It took them only 12 days. These Army
terrain analysts and lab researchers
were conducting the fir t demonstra·
tion of automated terrain analysis
equipment developed by the U.S. Army
Engineer Topographic Laboratories
(ETL) as part of the Corps of Engineers'
MrLand Battlefield Iinvironrnent thrust.
Scientists at ETL have long stressed
the Army's need for such equipment.
But even they were surpri ed at the
number of requests for support sub·
mined by the division-and at the
speed with whieh the demonstration
team met those demands.
Terrain analysis in the field today is a
manual operation. Slide rules and calculators ~e about the most ophisticated pieces of equipment used.
Producing a single tactical overlay can
take hours of work.
A terrain team commander who par·
ticipated in the October demonstration
pointcd out just how much difference
computers make. He estimated that, using manual techniques, it would take
him three days to prepare a single prod·
uct like the ones he had helped generate in the hundreds. An analyst would
need almost five year to match the
demonstration output.
Twelve days versus five years is qu ile
a difference. ETL and the U.S. Army
Troop upport Command are working
to give commanders the edge implied
by that statistic. The Digital Topographic Support System (DTSS), now
ready for engineering development,
will put the speed and f1e:dbility of automation to work for the Army's terrain
analysts.

Key Combat Support
Commanders need to know as much
as possible about the battlefield if they
are to control the action upon it. Ele·
vation, slope, vegetation, soils, drain·
age, waterways, roads, railroads, urban
areas and other terrain factors must be
taken into account in planning and carrying out combat maneuvers.
The terrain affects almost every tactical decision made on the battlefield.
Commanders, however, aren't alone in
May-June 1986

tlleir need for terrain information.
Many of the Army's new automated
weapon and i ntell igence systems also
use terrain data.
DTSS will sUPP0rl both of these
groups. Scheduled for fielding in 1991,
this sophisticated terrain data management system will give engineer terrain
teanlS an automated capability for storing, creating, updating and processing
digital topographic data. DTSS will provide commanders the analytical prod·
ucts tlley need to map out their battle
plan . It will also keep a variety of automated battlefield systems supplied
with digital topographic data.

Analytical Capabilities
DTSS will replace the manual meth·
ods now used to gather and analyze terrain information. The soldiers who man
the new system will work with digital
terrain data bases provided by the Defense Mapping Agency and interactive
computer programs. They'll generate
complex terrain graphics to support
tactical planning and decision making.
ETL scientists have already developed most of the software needed to
make DTSS an invaluable terrain analysis tool. These program combine information on the Army' weapons,
sensors, vehides and communication
equipment with terrain elevation and
feature data. They predict how the battlefield will affect the machines, materiel and maneuvers used in combat.
DTSS analytical programs deal primarily with questions of intervisibiJity
and mobility. The resultlng terrain
products will tell commanders what
they-and the enemy--<an see and
where they can go.
lntervisibility models, for example,
determine areas that are visible, either
electronically or optically, from a given
site. These programs compensate for
the curvature of the earth and atmospheric refraction. They rely primarily
on terrain elevation data, although
users have the option of induding vegetation heights in the analysis. Intervisibility model include target
acquisition analyses, masked area plots
and perspective views.
Target acquisition analy es determine where incoming targets first become visible to an observer or sensor.

sers can generate Sighting contours
for single or multiple altitudes; they can
instruct the computer to prepare dlis
information for observer sectors from
zero to 360 degrees. The resulting
graphics can help commander select
the best po itions for radar units and
other electronic surveillance equipment.
Masked area plots give commanders
valuable line-of· ight information.
These graphics shade in those areas radiating out from a selected site where
ground targets will be shielded from
view. They take into account "masking"
provided by vegetation as well as e1evational changes.
A third type of intervisibili ty product
let commanders see the terrain in full
perspective. Perspective view use a
grid of equally spaced lines to follow
tbe changing elevations of the terrain;
those portions which would be hidden
by hills and other features are removed.
TIle resulting "fishnet" model of the terrain gi ves the illusion of depth to th
scene. These products make it easier for
users to envision how the terrain actually looks from a particular vantage
point.
lntervisibility products also include
terrain profile plots, multi-site and composite target acquisi tion determinations, path 10 Hne-Qf-sight analy
flight line masking graphiCS, minimum
detection altitude computations, and
oblique projections. With this type of
information, commanders can identify
the best location for weapon systems,
commun.ications facilities, Short-range
rada.r and other battlefield ensors
whose performance will be affected by
their position vi -a-vis the terrain.
The second major category of DTSS
analytical programs manipulate digital
feature data. Mobility products can help
commanders move and maneuver their
men and equipment. These programs
address operatiOns in the air as well as
on the ground. They deal with such
concerns as cross-country movement,
helicopter landing areas, drop zones
and concealment.
Cross-country movement analyses
calculate the off-road speed capabilities
for Army vehicles. This program com·
pares the climb capabilities of the par·
ticular vehicle with slope data,
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evaluate its override capabilities in
terms of such vegetation factor as stem
pacing and diameter, and con ider its
response 10 the soil types and moisture
found in the area. easonal information
can also be incorporated into the analysis.
The h Iicopter landing area and drop
zone model also work with slope, veg·
etation and soil data. The resulting
products show commanders where helicopter can be t land and identify potential paradrop sites for men,
equipment and upplie.
Concealment calculations focus on
the amount of protection provided by
the vegetation. Graphic depicr concealment for troop and equipment in
terms of the extent to which they risk
detection by aerial reconnaissance.
DT mobility programs provide data
that can be used to plan a variety of
other military operations. The system,
for example, will produce information
on river crossing sites, tines-of-communication, air avenues of approach, infiltration routes, key terrain features
and local relief.

Advantages of Automation
Today commanders get this type of
information from terrain analy ts who
manually assemble and analyze the required data-a slow tedious process at
best. For example, if an analy t has to
prepare a cross-country mobility
graphic for a tank, he must first obtain
(or create) individual factor maps de·

piCting the slope, soil and vegetation
present in the desired area of operation.
He visually correlates these maps, applying a complex analytical model
which considers both the tank's capa·
bilities and the combined effects of the
terrain. He then drafts an overlay showing the speeds at which the vehicle can
travel in the areas being considered.
The accuracy of the final product will
depend not only on the accuracy of the
source materials used, but on the skill,
experience and execution of the ana·
lyst.
By automating the e tasks, DTSS will
generate the same graphic in a fraction
of the time. The products generated, of
course, will only be as accurate as the
data on which they're based. Using
computers to generate these products,
however, eliminates human error as a
potential ource of distortion.
Automation provides flexibility as
well as speed and accuracy. Th terrain
analyst in the exanlple above would
have to repeat much of his labor if he
were told to produce a similar map for
a different vehicle or at a different map
scale. With DTSS, the operator will enter in the characteristics of the new ve·
hicle or different map scale; the system
will revise the output product accord·
ingly.
When DTSS reaches the field, terrain
teams will have access to more than 20
different terrain analysis programs.
They'll also be able to evaluate how a
variety of other environmental factors

DIGITAL TOPOGRAPHIC SUPPORT SYSTEM
(OT55)

_~~~~ ~=::::IIIIT~LLSI~

The Digital Topographic Support System will give engineer terrain teams an automated capability for storing, creating, updating and analyzing digital topographic
data.

will impact on military operations.
DTSS environmental effects programs,
for example, will provide information
on climate statistics, surface Winds,
density altitudes, paradrop conditions,
standard atmosphere measures and air·
craft altimeter settings.

Fielding Plans
The first DTSS units will give terrain
analysts access to these extensive software capabilities. Initial hardware components will include a processor, disk
drives, large-scale plotter, line printer,
and interactive graphic workstations.
An S-280 shelter mounted on a 5-ton
truck will house the system.
The Army plans to field DTSS in
phases; an initial capability wiJI be followed by an extensive Pre-Plaruled
Product Improvement (P31) program.
The software and hardware described
above will provide an initial capability
to engineer terrain teams at corps and
division levels. These DTSS units wiU
be collocated with the All-Source Analysis System (ASAS}-an automated intelligence system being developed by
the Joint Tactical Fusion Program Management Office OTFPMO).
ASAS is intended to improve the Ar·
my's intelligence analysis and e1ec·
tronic war fare capabilities.
Topographic products generated by
DTSS will support such ASAS functions
as intelligence preparation of the battlefield and sensor management.
Linkage with ASAS requires careful
coordination between system devel·
opers. A Memorandum of Understand·
ing between ETL and JTFPMO laid the
groundwork for ensuring system compatibility. DTSS, for example, will use
the same militarized/ruggedized hard·
ware that's being developed for ASAS.
The two systems will feature similar
equipment support and maintenance
requirements and similar reconnaissance signatures.
The need to ensure DTSSIASAS com·
patibility has helped ETL streamline the
DTSS acquisition process and eliminate
some of the risks involved in preparing
the system for the field. Using ASAS
hardware components will expedite
DTSS developmental work. Because
ETL has already prepared most of the
software needed to make DTSS an operational terrain intelligence system,
the engineering development effort
will focus on converting existing programs to run on the computers selected
for use in the field.

Pre-Planned Product
Improvements
The DTSS acquisition strategy inMa -June 1986

dudes an extensive (P31) effort. This
effort will expand the system so that it
can support other Army users of digital
topographic data.
In addition, dIe P31 program will allow terrain teams in the field to take
natural and man-made changes in terrain features into account. The upgraded DTS will give Army
topographic battalions expanded terrain data J1l31lipulation capabilities. Soldiers will be able to update, revise and
intensify DMA data bases. They'U also
be able to generate special data sets in
re ponse to needs identified by commander and other tactical users.
ETl scientists are already working on
thi aspect of the P3l program. They
have as embled a 1errain Analy ( Work
Station (TAW ) to facilitate the development of the data base creation and
manipulation capabilities needed for
the upgraded DTSS. This laboratory sy tem also includes many of the analytical
capabilities that will be fielded in the
baseline DTSS.
Three basic in truments wilJ allow
TAW u er to build and update terrain
data base. An x-y digitizing table already provide an initial data base creation apability. Wim this eqUipment,
users can digitize existing terrain analysis products such as the hard copy
Tactical and Planning Terrain Analysis
Data Base produced by the Defense
Mapping Agency. The addition of a specially designed light table mensuration
stem and an analytical stereoplotter
with superpositioning cap"bJlities will
exp31ld the TAWS data base creation eapacity, allowing analysts to take advantage of photographi our e materials.
With the light table mensuration system, for example, operators will be able
to extract feature data and make measurements from aerial iinagery. They'll
u e the analytical stereoploller to produce elevation data from stereo inlagery and make three-dimensional
measurements of terrain features. TIle
indu ion of superpositioning capabili·
ties me-.ulS that 3l1alyst will be able to
"playback" the information they've digitized in the working stereo modeL
They can spot errors quickly and correct them. They'll also be able to check
and edit exi ting data files by comparing stored information '\Vim new photograph .

Demonstration Program
ETL scientists are using TAW to conduct a series of garrison and field demon trations--a series which began last
October in Ansbacl1. During ~at demonstration (which was described briefly
May-June 1986

at the beginning of this article), resear hers taught terrain team members
from the 518th and 526th Engineer Detachment how to use TAWS. After the
terrain 3l1alysts mastered dIe equipment, they used it to geneC'dte products
requcsted by 1 t Armored Divi -ion officials. Feedback obtained from the soldiers will help ETL scientists improve
dIe system' software design and make
TAWS (and DTSS) more user-friendly.
A second demonstration was complcted in February at Fort Bragg, NC.
Officials followed the same "'trainingproduction-feedback" pattern. Scientists showed terrain analy t from the
283d Engineer Detachment how to operate dIe system. The soldiers then used
TAWS to prOVide terrain analysis support to the }.'VllI Airborne Corp during
me Gallant Knight training exercise_
ETL scientists plan to conduct sinlilar
demonstratiOns widl other units. One
purpose behind dlese demon trations
is to in troduce Army terrain teams 10
dIe digital terrain analysis capabilities
3l1d computer-based equipment that
mey'll use in dIe future. Feedback from
the e exerci es will help ETL scientists
validate and refine the terrdin data management technique and methodologies planned for DTSS, particularly
dlose scheduled for fielding under the
P31 program. in line with this goal, future TAWS demonstrations will focu
more extensively on evaluating the stem's data base creation and revision
capabilitie .

The Analytical Edge
Although the major thrust of me P31
program will be to give topographic
units the 100is and techniques needed
to build md update terrain data bases,
scientists also plan to upgrade the system's analytical capabilities.
Program officials intend to take advantage of sophisticated environmental
malysis capabilities dlat are now under
de,'e1opment at various Army laboratories. Mucll of the research being conducted under the Corps of Engineers'
AirLand Battlefield Environment
(A.L&E) thrust, for example, may ultimately payoff in inlprovements for
DTSS--and for the Army comm3l1ders
served by the system.
DTSS will be the first field system to
benefit from this cooperative research
program. The Corps and Army Materiel
Command laboratories participating in
the ALBE thrust are working on a variety of environmental 3llal)'sis programs--programs designed to help
commanders measure, monitor and manipulate the battlefield environment.

ETl scientists and ALBE official believe th<lt many of the e program
promise expanded analytical capabilities for DTSS. One set of ALBE programs, for example, .maps out the
hazardous areas that would result from
the enemy's use of nu lear weapon or
dlcmical warfare. Other progmm assess the impact of the environment on
the tactical use of smoke and evaluate
me effect of the terrain on such countermobility operations as minefield
placement.

Future Efforts

pgrades for DTSS should begin to
reach dIe field in the mid- I990s. ETL
scientist, however, don't expect their
work on the project to end then.
OTSS represents the beginning of a
long-range effort to give me Army
quick, comprellcnsivc topographic upport. Researchers ee t)le sy tern evolving over time-taking adv311tage of new
software and hardware components as
they emerge from the laboratory.
ETL cientists are already conducting
studies that may proVide expanded capabilities and increased speed 3lld efficiency for DTS . lnvc tigation
involVing automated feature extraction,
for exanlple, may result in computer
programs that can help analysts extract
information from aerial photos--informalion which could be used to create
or revise terrain data bases.
Scienti ts are also exploring the tactical applications of computer image
generation. This advanced conlputcr
graphics tcchnology uses digital data
bases, imagery sources and sophisticated proc ing technique to produce realistiC terrain scenes. ucb
scenes could help commanders' tudy
meir area of operation and plan their
course of action.
By dlC begi nni ng of the next decade,
comm311ders will have ac e to accurate, timely terrain analysis support.
DTSS will provide crucial data for advanced weapons and intelligence sy terns as well as vital information for
command and control. The ongoing incorporation of new technologies will
give the Army improved topographic
support for the 1990s--and beyond.

SANDRA J CLEVA was"a public aJfairs specialist at the U. . AmlY Engineer Topographic Laboratories,
Fort Belvoil; W\, when she wrote this
article. She now works Jor the Department of the InUffior's Bureau oJ
Mines. She holds MA and B.A de:
grees in English from the University
oJ Virginia
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Changes to AR 70·1
One of the highe t priority initiative
of the Army Materiel Command (AMC)
is to shorten the materiel acquisition
cycle. Fielding equipment for the 01dier has taken too long in the past. AMC
and the Army Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC) recognize this
siruation and have jointly initiated action to streamline the process. AMC's
treamlined acquisition proces i
being adopted Army-wide through a
complete rewrite of Army Regulation
70-1 (Systems Acqui ition Policy and
Procedure). As a concurrent action,
TRADOC ha also rewritten the coun·
terpart regulation. (AR-71-9). which
covers the policies and procedures for
documenting and proce ing materiel
objectives and requi.rements. This revised regulation tres es the need to expedite the materiel requirements
process. Army senior leader hip agree·
ment has been reached as to the basic
purpose, scope and direction of these
two regulations. AlthOUgh some additional ad.uini trative effort wUl be necessary to finalize these regulations, the
goal i to have both regulations ap·
proved and released by May 1986.

Addition of ASAP
A section has been added to AR 70I which describes the new Army
streamlined acquisition process (A AP)
as the accepted method to achieve acquisition streamlining. This section provides a de cription of key features of
ASAP, followed by a discus ion of each
phase of the process (Le. RequirementslTech Base, Proof of Principle, DeveiopmentJProve-out and ProductionDeployment). TIle ASAP approach pro·
vides license for tailoring without requiring case-by·case exception . Once
a program has been designated an ASAP
candidate and the acquisition trategy
has been approved, it can proceed without further approval of pecific deviations. Key features of ASAP include:
• requirement are structured for
pur uit of companion "now" and
"later" capabilities or parameters which
foster low risk development for the
near term with commensurate visibility
and priority for parallel growth capability under the Preplanned Product
(1'31) concept;
• early focus of technology on mis·
22

sion area needs and the maturation of
technology at component level. This is
accomplished through the Technology
Integration Steering Committee
(TI C). which pairs technological opportunities with emerging requirenlents;

• combination of appropriate e1e·
ments of Concept Exploration and
Demon tration-Validation Phases into a
scaled·down Proof-of-Principle approach, featuring user f.."perimentation
or troop demonstration of brassboard
systems, components or urrogates to
prove out both the technical approach
and operational concept before pro·
ceeding to full scale dev lopment;
• oJid prove out of production-including hard-tooled prototype whenever possible-along with manpower
and personnel integration (MA PRJ T) and Integrated Logi tics Sup·
port prior to entry into the Production·
Deployment Phase;
• integrated Technical Test/Opera·
tionallest approach via the Master Evaluation Plan wider sharing of te t data
via a common test data base, and continuou evaluation throughout the life
Ll'c1e;
• reorientation offormal milestones:
program initiation via Operational and
Organizational (0&0) Plan or Ju tification for Major ystem
ew Start
UMSNS) approval; entry into Proof of
Principle based on TISC findings and
supported by a combat develop rima·
teriel developer review of program
management documentation; collapsed
Milestone JIll for entry into the DevelopmentJProve Out phase, constituting
a "go/no go" commitment to dlC progr.u:n; and MIlestone ill for entry into
the Production-Deployment phase.

Other Significant Changes
The Army level In-Proce s Review
(IPR) category has been eliminated
from the Materiel Acquisition Decision
Process Reviews, leaVing only three
program decision mechanisms
(DSARC, A ARC and MACOM IPR).
Letter Requirements and Letters of
Agreement have also been eliminated.
leaving the 0&0 Plan or JMS S and the
Required Operational Capability
(ROC) as the only requirements documents. The 0&0 Plan will contain op-
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erationaVper formance characteristics
from the outset, which will eliminate
the need to update the reqUirement
document. In addition, ASAP eliminates
revalidation of the RO before a production decision because the final "gol
no go" decision is made before entry
into Development/Prove Ollt.

Summary
The new regulation place emphasis
on the low end of the acqui ilion pec·
trum in devising materiel alternatives
to meet a mission area deficiency. Specifically, the first consideration must be
given to satisfying the materiel requirement by applying a product improvement (PIP) to existing equipment and,
.if that is not satisfactory, then to acquire
the reqUired materiel through- the on·
development Item (NDI) procedure.
which is a recognized and accepted acquisition strategy under the ASAP con·
cept. Only after the determination [s
made that PIP or NDJ will not satisfy
the requirement wiU a new development be considered. When development alternative must be pur ued to
satisfy the need, low·r.isk technology or
system integration hould be em·
ployed, with future growth potential
provided through 1'31 after the requi·
site technology has matured. The sec·
tion on NDI in the regulation has also
been updated to reflect current dlinking widlin the Army.
Many challenge still face US in
achieVing a truly trcamlined acquisition process. However, tremendous
progress has been made and a consen·
sus is growing. Increased support
within the Army and the other services,
as well as constructive feedback from
industry, will make the difference. Together, all members of the acquisition
community stand to gain from a horter,
simpler materiel acquisition process.

The preceding article was authored by Judy File, an acquisition policy specialist and chieJ
ofthe Policy Branch, Acquisition
Policy and Assessment Division,
OJfice oJ the Deputy Chief of
Staff Jor Developmen~ Engi·
neering and Acquisition, HQ,
AMC
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TACOM Steps up Robot Vehicle Development
1'1,e RD&E Center at the U.. Army
Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM),
Warren, Ml, i tepping up efforts aimed
at developing robotic mmtary vehicles,
and has developmental efforts on everal fronts. uch vehicles would enhance troop
urvivability by
performing high-ri k battlefield tasks.
TI,e effort is in re ponse to DA and
the Army Materiel Command directives
in whkh TACOM and four other Army
agencies were named to jointly manage
the research and development of robotic vehicles. The other organizations
playing management role are the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency Rosslyn, VA; the Human Engineering Labor.llory, Aberdeen, MD; the
Engineer Topographic Laboratory
(ETL), Fort Belvoir, VA; and the Army
Armor Center, Fort Knox, KY.
The objective is to develop robotjc
systems that would lise artificial intelligence (AI) to increase the combat and
force effectivenes on the battlefield. AI
is any computerized model of tile logic
involved in solving problems. When
programmed into a compUler-controlled system, such a model enables
that system to imitate the human
thought process which occurs before
miling a deci ion.
TA OM's involvement in robotiC rescarch intensified last lay when the
command and the Jet Propul ion laboratory OPL), Pasadena, CA, began a
project to demon trate the feasibility of
computer-aided remote driving. In this
demonstration, which took place during the econd quarter of tile current
fi cal year, ti,e operator controlled a
te ·t-bed vehicle from a nearby building.
'n,C test bcd was an articulated 6x6
rover vehicle developed earlier by JPL
for u e in manned planetary exploration.
JPL modified the vchicle to permit
remote operation. Changes included
the installation of a computerized control system and stereo canleras that
were connected to the remote control
ite by a cable extending from the rear
of the vehicle.
In operation, the camerd5 produced
imag s of the scene mead of the vehicle. n,ese images were em through
llle cable to a display at the remote control site. The operator tIlen designated
where he wanted the vehicle to go simMay-June 1986

ply by moving an electronk cursor on
the display to specific points in the
scene. As he did tIlis, tile computer
would generate tile control ignals
needed to drive the vehicle to each designated point.
TACOM engineers see such a ystem
as having a great potential for multiple
vehicle control applications. Oncc tile
operator designates a path for a vehicle
to follow, tile system would take complete control of that vehicle, t1ms leaving him free to de ignate patlls for other
vehicles.
A second remote driVing demonstration atJPL is being funded by tile Army
Development and Employment Agency
and is planned for next fall. The test
bed will be basically the same as the
one in tile earlier demonstration. One
new feature, however, will be the addition of an interactive route-planning
capability. TIlis will be achieved by programming into the computer an clectronic map and a digital termn data
base of the demonstration area, which
is now being developed by ETL
In addition to the JPL projects, TACOM has "leveraged" indu try independent research and development
through contracts willl General Dynamic and FMC Corp. calling for feaSibility demonstrations of a robotic
vehicle concept proposed by each firm.

Unlike the J PL test bed, these vehicles
will each be operated from an instrumentation ~d control van rather than
from a tationary site. Also, they will be
radio-controlled and thus have no cables linking them to their vans. The
General Dynamjcs concept is a Cadillac
Gage·built 4x4 commando COUl, while
FMC is using an M 1 13-series armored
personnel carrier.
Both vehicles will have integrated autonomous road-follOWing and remotecontrol capabilities. During on-road operation, a camera on board will view
the road surface and feed the images
into a computer. TI,e computer wiIJ
analyze these images to find the edges
of the road, and automatically generate
the appropriate driving command
needed for the vehicle to travel along
the road. For off-road operation, the operator will manually control the vehicles from his remote location.
1'11e objective of this demonstration
is to how how current robotics technology can be u ed to perform an actual Illi sion. A mjssion will be devi ed
that will require the demonstration of
both autonomous road-following and
ie1eoperation control. It will be a route
reconnaissance mission that will involve using vehi Ie-mounted panoramic day-night sights capable of
rotating 360 degrees. As tbe vehicles

The articulated 6X6 Rover Vehicle, developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory for use
in manned planetary exploration, is the test·bed vehicle.
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travel aI ng a planned rou te, the e
ights will be used to make ob crvation and feed images back to the operator, the reb allowing bim to
examine the route_
Last August, in other robotics efforts,
TACOM awarded three Small Bu iness
Innovation Re earch contracts. One of
these is with the KM Fu ion Co. of Ann
Arbor MJ. The objective of the KMS
effort is to develop enhanced AI that
will mimi more of the human thought
proce involved in route-planning.
The second contract i with tbe
Maryland-based Automation lecl1nology Corp. (ATC), which is developing
an improved three-dimensional vi ion
sy tem that can be remotely adjusted
by the vehicle operator to optimize vi-

sion capability. The system currently
on the market are fixed, which means
different operatOr could not make adjustments to me t specific needs. For
example, these y terns do not have
controls for changing the distance between the cameras and have no zoom
lens capability. At ATC, a breadboard
adju table system is being built and will
be tested with four or five ubjeets to
determine if an adjustable system
would offer significant advantages over
a fixed system.
TIle third small-busine s effort involves TIleory and Applications nlin)ited Corp., in California, which is
developing an enhanced computergenerated route-planning graphics display. Normally uch a display includes

only a top-down view of the route_ The
Theory and Application nlimited di play will be vastly different. It will provide a perspective view, so that the
operator would see the route as tbough
he were actually driving through it.
Future plans at TACOM call for tlle
development of an advanced robotic
vehicle demonstrator referred to as the
Supervi ed Autonomy Test Bed. It will
incorporate all me technology developed during the current phase of the
program.

The preceding article was all·
thO/oed by George Taylor lll, a technical writer-edilor for the Anny
Tank-Automolit>e Command

'Age Busting' Effort Upgrades Multiplexers
TIlanks to a unique hardware re-cngineering technique dubbed "Age Busting:' the Army wiU be able to upgrade
some 7,000 TD·660 multiplexers and
save mOre than a miUion dollars a year
in the process. The technique also bas
me potential to cut costs that di~eour
age the redesign of other outdated electronic componen~ for aging military
systems.
TIle multiplexers. which arc used in
the field for the imultaneous transmission ofignals, were designed in tl1e
early I96Os. ThC} have obsolete circuits and requ ire spare parts t1lat are
no longer avail.abJc.
'The di cOlUinued parts problem i
one that plagues all long-lived military
system . To go back to the original
contractOr and ask him ro upgrade or
,ede ign It 20-year-old system is prohibitively expcmive_ Yet, tl1at step is
usually necessary because of the original contractor' proprietar)' rights to
the design,
In the case of the mullipJe..'Cer, the
challenge 'IO\'al> met through a cooperative effort involving the U.S. Army
taboratory Command (lABCOM),
tbe Communications·Electronics Command and AT&T Teclmologics.
Engineers from lAB OM's Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory
(ETDL) at Fo~t Monmoutl1, N.J, were
able to re·engineer the multiplexer's
hardware by developing a special computer language. Based on tl1e Army's
Ada-computer language, it i' called the
Very High Speed Integrated CirCUitry
(VB IC) Hardware Description Lan24

guage. ETDL is the Army lead laboratory for the Department of Defense
VHSIC program.
Really a softVlrare tool, this language
i used ro describe the form, fit, and
function of an electronic sy tern. With
tllis language, engineer were able to
capture and document the existing design and potential rcdesign of tl1e multiple:'Cer's obsolete circuits.
Because data on the design can be
captured independcntly of tl1e tech·
nology that produced it, the resulting
documentation allows the government
to construct tl1eir own "original" design. thereby avoiding infringement of
proprietary contractor technical data
and aUowing competitive pro urcmcnt
based on tlle new redesign.
Randy Reitmeyer, chief of tl1e E1l)1.
Microelectronic Division, explains tl1e
significancc of the documentation:
"The metl1odology once and for all
breaks the tie between the design of a
system to the manufacturer, The update
or redesign of a system does not ncce sarily havc to be done by the original
contractor, therefore allowing greater
competition and associated lower
costs. Proper documentation allows the
government to bring the upgrading
problem to numerous contractors and
be able to choose tl1e least expensh'e
from many low-cost proposals."
The rc-engineering work on the TD·
660 multiplexer has replaced 10 heavily populatcd printed circuit boards
with six moderately populated and four
blank boards_ In the process of replac,
ing obsolete art " wer consump"'ti"'o"'n:.-
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was cut by a third.
The re-engineeri ng effort has produccd a complete documentation of
the systcrn in computer-readable Ian·
guage-from the system level down to
a detailed chip level. Future upgrades
can be made easily and economically.
The improved multiplexer i now
twice as dependable as it was hefore
60 percent of manual equipment ad·
justments were eliminated, amI enhanced maintainability and per·
formance extended its life cycle by 10
years. The field upgrades will save
$1.10 million a year.
ETDL engineers have dubbed their
re-engineering program Age Busting
because the process gives nc..'w life [0
old equipment by re-engineering hardware with a hardware description Ian·
guage. It also reduces the life-cycle co t
of these systems. finally, Age Busting
answers an ArmY-Wide challenge to
bring in microelectronics technology
insertion items with short-term cost
pay·backs.

_
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BRL Studies Liquid Propellants
The Army Ballistic Research laboratory (BRL), Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, i conducting research into liquid
propellants for Army tank and artillery
ammunition. Liquid propellants may
save the Army billions of dollars and
lead to a revolution in armored vehicle
design, ammunition handling logistics
and combat crew safety.
According to Dr. Ingo May. chief of
BRL: Advanced Ballistic Concepts
Branch, and Dr. Walter F. Marri on, deputy branch chief and program manager
for the Liquid propellants program,
Army studies of liquid propellants be·
gan in the late 1940s.
Army researchers studied two systems using liquid propellants, May said.
The first, termed bulk· loaded, simply in·
volve injecting a pecified amount of
propellant into a gun chamber and igniting it. This system proved to be im·
practical in sy terns where repeatability
is important; chamber pres ure and
muzzle velOCities of the projectile varied ignlficantly due to hydrodynamic
in tabilities. Bulk-loaded liqUid propellant gun currently are thought to have
linle potential for development, except
perhaps as air defen e cannons or small
caliber weapons.
The second system, termed regener·
ative injection, involves using a piston
to force the liquid propellam, in the
form of a jet or spray, into the gun
chamber during the combustion pro·
ce
thereby controlling propellant
combustion. With this system, the liq·
uid propellant can be metered accu·
rately and repeatable pressures and
muzzle velocities can be achieved.
Exploration of both systems was ac·
celerated as a re ult of the Korean War
and, by the mJd-1950 , the Army was
explori ng the design ofa tank gun based
on a liquid propellant concept. 1he
level of technology, however, was lacking in the 1950 and the program was
sidelined.
During the late 1970 and into this
decade, interest has revived in the regenerative ignition Liquid propellant
system. For the fir t time, technological
advances offer ways to successfully
adapt liquid propellants to Army tanks
and artillery piece . In addition, advance in anti-armor weapons and
May-June 1986

counter·artillery systems neces itate
making our tanks and artillery less vulnerable.
According to May and Morri on,
adoption of liquid propellant for thesc
weapons systems would enable design·
ers to develop new tanks and artillery
systems that are smaller, faster, and Ie .
vulnerable to enemy threats.
"Liquid propellants have a high den·
sity." May said. "It is possible to pack
more energy into a smaller volume.
Typically, solid propellants have a one
gram per cubie centimeter packing
density, whereas liquid propellants
have a packing density on the order of
1.4 grams per cubic centimeters."
111e researchers u ed the M109A2
howitzer as an example. Using current
olid propellants, the M 109A2 can
carry about 34 propellant charges for
its projectiles. Each charge is carried in
an individual canister which can weigh
as much as the propellant it contains.
The 34 canisters occupy much of the
vehicle interior. An additional crewman
is needed to handle the charge when
loading the 155mm cannon in the
M109A2. 111e vehicle's crew ride in the
arne compartment as the propellant.
With olid propellants, the charges
are packed in bags, with varying charge
levels. For short·range firing missions, a

ponion of the solid propellant in the
earn ter must be discarded. 111i wasted
propellant then must be di po ed of
after the gun crew completes it assignment.
"U ing liquid propellant ," Morrison
said, "eliminates these problems. The
equivalent of 34 maximum (Zone 8)
ch,trges can be carried in the form of a
single 55·gallon drum of liquid propcllam. Since the propellant is a liquid, it
can be stored out ide of the crew 0111partmenr, with a ho e connecting the
drum to the artillery piece. Onl the
amount of liqUid needed for a particular
range is used, thereby eliminating the
waste found with solid propellants.
Since the liquid can be pumped into
the gun chamber automatically, the
need for an extra cre, man to handle
the propellant is eliminated," Ignitable
readily at gun chanlber operating pres·
sures, liquid propellants are difficult to
ignite at ambient pressure. Their use
in combat \' hicle munitions should
minimize vehicle los from projectile
and spall impact initiation of towed
solid propellants.
"An additional benefit involves trans·
portation of the chemical," aid May.
"Transportation of solid propeUant i
tricrly governed both in rile nited
States and abroad. Many bridges and
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tunnel cannOl be used, and transportation rome must be selected to avoid
highly populated areas." Such restrictions likely will not apply to less hazardou liquid propellants, rhereby
reducing transportation co ts while c.xpediting materiel delivery.
"It is also conceivable," Morrison
sajd, "that tht; rwo chemicals that comprise the liquid propellant-triethanol
ammonium nitrate and hydroxyl ammonium nitrate--can be packaged separately and nor mixed to form the
propellant until they reach a port. Separately, the rwo chemical are not propellant .
"Since the components of the liquid
propellants are not propellants by
themselves, they can be transported
much more freely and with far greater
safery," he aid. "Once the chemicul
arrive at thcir storage depot, they can
be kept in complere safery for an indefinite period. As the need ari es, the
chemicals can be mLxed to fill ordcrs
from the field for propellant, or they
could po ibly be shipped eparately to
units in combat and not mixed until
actualJy needed for a fire- upport mission."

Vehicle vulnerabiliry on the battlefield is a major concern. Studies of vehicles destroyed in the 1973 fighting in
the Middle East show mo t of the vehicles were destroyed when the enemy
anti-armor munition's impact triggered
a secondary explo ion of the ammunition carried in the vehicle. If the vulnerability of on-board ammunition is
eliminated, the system analyst feel
many tanks and other armored vehicles
hit by enemy weapon can be repaired
and returned to action.
Lives of crewmen also can be saved.
If the on-board ammunition explodes,
few of the vehi Ie personnel usually
urvive. If an anti-armor round hould
pe.netrate a vehicle carrying liquid propellant , only tho e oldiers caught in
the spall cone of fragment from the
anti·armor weapon hould be injured.
"\Vhat this means for the Army of the
future is combat vehicles can be designed that are maller. since the propellant require les torage space and
fewer crewmen are reqUired to handle
it; lighter, ince armor can be concentrated to prOtect the crew, ignoring the
ammunition storage area; faster. since
the lighter weight of the vehi Ie can be
propelled with less demand on the engine's available hor cpower; and safer
irice the occupants are not expo ed to
the po ibility of econdary c.xplosion
of on-board stores," May aid.
26

"Other advantages of liquid propellant systems include the fact that the
bl'stem can be retrofitted 10 existing
combat vehicles, thereby enhancing
their urvivabitity;' May added.
Liquid propellants also would reduce
cost. A standard packaged artillery
charge costs about 10 per round of
propellant. An equivalent amount ofliquid propellant costs about one dollar.
Additionally, the raw materials used in
the production of liquid propellant are
available commercialJy. The cost of liquid propellant production facilities will
be much lower than comparable solid
propellant facHitie
ince only commercially a\'ailable processing equipment is reqUired. BRL tudies
comparing production costs of solid
propellant with liquid propellant from
October 1982 through September
1989 indicate adoption of liquid propellants could save the Army more than
S 1.25 billion. 111ese figures are based
on peacetime production rates.
[n wartime, if ammunition demands
reach levels projected by tile Army, the
potential aving from u ing liquid propellants would be enormous. Ba ing
their tudy op 155mm ammunition
alone, the researchers showed that
monthly avings of about 200 million
are possible.
A real concern for artillery and tank
crews is associated Witll blast-pressures
outside the tank or near the cannon.
Liquid propellants reduce the bla t
over-pressure caused by re-ignition of
muzzle gase .
Current solid propellants produce
carbon monoxide, hydrogen, carbon
dioxide, water, and nitrogen oxides at
the muzzle. Several of these gase are

toxic, and carbon monoxide and hydrogen can re-ignite outside the muzzle
causing a secondary blast and /lash. This
re-ignition can enable an enemy to spot
our artillery.
With liquid propellants, the only byproduct produced are almost exclusively carbon dioxide, water, and nitrogen, all of which ar inert and nontoxic.
"Implementation of the liquid propellant technology is still four to five
ye-drS in the future;' Morrison aid.
"We've proven the concept u ing
30mm cannons. The prime gun contractor, General Electric, ha independently demonstrated a rate of fire of
about 500 round per minute in a
30mm cannon. ~ e want to cale this
technology, but not thi rate of fire, of
course, to L55mm caliber next. We also
need to continue research into establishing the ' helf life' of the propelJant
(proving that it doesn't deteriorate
over time), ensuring that the properties
of the propellant remain acceptable as
a resull of temperature fluctuation, and
demonstrating that the propellant is
safe to handle under all conditions
troop might encounter in the field."
"We also want time to engineer out
any 'bugs' that alway arise in new systems, and ensure that a realistic goal of
3,000 round before major repair of the
gun can be achieved;' lay said.
"A final advantage to liquid propellant ;' Morri on aid, "involves di po ai,
or 'demilitarization: The simple t and
most benefiCial way of getting rid of
waste tocks of propellant may be to
dilute it with water and pour it ontO
an)' farm field. Our chemist tell us the
propellant is an excellent fertilizer!"

Sympositllll---<;cmlilllledfrom page 18

wide range of ubject were presented.
Titles and chairman of the special e ions were: Force Design and Analy is,
LTC Jim Pittman, .. Army Combined
Arms Operations Research Activity·
Command, Control, Communication ,
Computer :md Intelligence, Gale Mathiasen, TRASANA; Manpower and
Training, Thomas L Paris, TRA
A;
ustainability and Support to the Forces
in the Field, Tom Edwards, U.S. Army
Logistics Center; 'ICsting and Field Exerci e , 'tephen French, U.S. Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency;
y tem Effectiveness and urvivabillry,
John Kramar, U.. Army Materiel Systems Analysi Activiry; and Recent Advances and Future Trends in Operation
Research Methodology, Jerry coper.
. Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

He spoke favorably of the AirLand Battie concept, noting that it "makes an
immense amOunt of en e." He also recommended that the ORSA communiry
working with this concept rationalize
it, making it ea ier 10 understand.
Jn conclu ion, Woodman ee suggested that in order to more effectively
deal with the ordeal of change. analy ts
hould bccome better organized to narrow available choices. He recommended that routine fun tions be
automated and faciliti
designed so
that decision can be made that will
hold up better over time.
In addition to the general se ions,
even special se ion were featured
where 90 tedmical papers covering a
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Who's Who in RD&A Personnel
Management
Proponency Managers

LTC Edward L. Oliver III
Skill 6T
Materiel Acq. Mgt.
HQ AMC. AV 284-5076

.10 Laree Green

FA51 R&D
HQ AMC, AV 284·8537

Hughes S. Hobson
Skill 6T
Materiel Acq. Mgt.
HQ AMC, AV 284-5076

MAJ Johnle .I. Wright
FA52 Nuclear Energy
Ft. Leavenworth, KS
AV 552·2724/5183

MAJ Randy Elmore
FA97 Procurement
HQ AMC, AV 284·8125

MILPERCEN Professional Development/Assignment Officers

MAJ Richard D. Nldel
SkJII 6T
Career Program
Manager
AV 221.0417

MAJ G. Dickson
Gribble
FA52 Assignment
Officer
AV 221·0628
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Barbara Head
Skill 6T
Management
Specialist
AV 221·0417

MAJ Ed Coughlin
FA51 Assignment
Officer
AV 221·5210

MAJ Donnie George
FA97 Assignment
Officer
AV 221·5210
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F4 51 Proponent Office Update
Revision of Regulations
Recent changes to the Officer Personnel Management ystem have ne·
cessiw.ted rev1 ions to the variou Army
publications governing the personnel
sy tern. TIlese include the folJowing:
• AR 611-101 (Commi sioned Officer Classification ystem), which governs the coding of officer positions on
authorization documents, has been
publi hed and distributed.
• DA Pamphlet 600-3 (Commis·
ioned Officer Professional Development and Utilization) ha been
rewritten and reformatted. Proponent
input is being reviewed and prepared
for publication by the .S Army Military
Per onnel Center. The revLed Chapter
; I providcs a general description of the
fimctiOnal area, defines the areas of concentration, outlines the profe -jonal de·
velopment objectives for officer in the
grades of captain through colonel, and
oudin rhe uggestcd criteria for the
F<\ 5 Jingle track career option.

Information Request Line
An FA -1 Information Request Line
has becn instaIJed in the proponent office to facilitate the exchange of infor·
mation between officer in the field and
proponent office personnel. Officer
de iring cimer individual or general information on FA 51 personnel i ue are
encouraged to use the 24-hour request
line by calling either AUTOVO 288571 or commercial (202) 274-8571.
A staff member of the FA 5 I Proponent
Office will a knowledge each requesr,
and in some cases provide an initial reo
'pon -e , ithin one working day of re·
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ceipt of the call. The office's goal is to
submit a rcpll' back to rhe individual
within three working day.

Quarterly Newsletter
TIle FA 5 I Proponent Office has e .
tabli hed a quarterly newsletter that
will be mailed to each officer in the FA
5 I carcer field. Officer wi hing to sub·
mit topics of interest should call the
Information Reque t Line. The first isue is scheduled to be published by
June I, 1986.

FA 51 Officer Symposium.
Per onnel proponent offices arc
charged with en uring that viablc career progrcs ion pattcrn exi { in the
earccr ficld for which they are responsible and With publiciZing the career
field opportunities available to junior
offi ers interested in being profession·
aUy developed in the functional area.
On February 25, 1986, BG Iichae1 I.
Fergu on, persorUlei proponent chair·
man for FA 51, conducted the fir t in a
series of officcr symposiums. Attcndees
were in the grades of captain through
colonel reprc-cnting dle U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine ommand, the
.s. Army Materiel Command, the ..
Army Strategic Defen e Command and
the Army Staff. The purpo 'e of the sym·
posium was to obtain the perception of
officers in dle field as to where the R&D
Functional Area i today, and where it
is going in the future. Officers were
asked to prOVide recommendations on
such issues a' the 'ingJe versus sequential tracking option for FA 51 officers,
the development of a space-related career track, the expansion of civilian ed·

A REMINDER 10 active officers in branches 51, 52 and
97, or with a 6T skill: Since we have switched 10 using
your address as listed in your Officer Record Brief, il is
important that you keep your records updated. A
number of requests for change of address have been
mailed 10 us, but we do not have Ihe abilily to make
those changes. Your address comes to us in a computer
printout from MILPERCEN, which is taken directly from
your ORB. If you have changed your a,ddress recently,
please change your ORB so the magazine can reach
you at the proper address.
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ucational opportunities and subsequent
utili7..ation of the training, and the avail·
able career progre ion opportunities.
Input received from the auendee will
be pre ented to the FA ; I Personnel
Proponent Committee for con ideration. FA ; I officers wiU be kept informed of the results of the proponent
office and proponent committee ac·
tions througJ1 articles in the FA 51
quarterly newsletter.

Army Occupational Survey
Program
In coordination with the Soldier upport enter-National Capital Region,
the FA 5 I Proponent Office has devel·
oped an Army Occupational Survey
Program (iO$P) relating to the research, development, test and evalualion arena. The iOSP, which is governed
by AR 611-3. i a mean of collecting
and proc ing detailed military training and career field information. Information is COllected by admini tering
que tiollflaires to career field incumbents and upervisor or ubject matter
experts hrougJ1out the world. TIle
que tiOimalres are computer processed
and analyzed and the demographic data
provided to the related personnel proponent offi e. The JlOSP is designed to
support and evaluate Army program in
the areas of classification, career field
development and modification, quality
training requirements, as ignment policies and use of personnel, and per on·
nel retention. TI1C Soldier SuppOrt
cnter will mail the surveys to a random sampling of FA 51 officer during
the third quarter of FY86. The survey
is lengthy and will take tim to complete. Officer selected to participate in
the 1'0 P are asked to rake the time and
answer the questions. This is your
chmlCe to take part in dle future professional devclopment of personnel in·
volved in the research, development
and test and evaluation cycle of the
Army materiel acqui ition process.
Additional information on the Functional Area 5 I Proponent Office is avail·
able from 10 Laree Green, .S. Army
Materiel Command, ATf : AMCDE·O,
500 I Ei enhower Ave" Alexandria, VA
22333·0001 or AUTOVON 284-85371
8538 or commcrcial telephone (202)
274-8537/8538.
May·June 1986

From The Field...
Test Kit for Defective Paints
The u.s. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) has developed a new paint test kit which
provides Army Directorate of Engineering and Housing
(DEH) personnel with a quick, dependable and inexpensive
way to determine the quality of paints and coatings.
One hundred paint test kits have been sent to in tallations
wocldwide under the Facilities 1echnology Application Test
(FrAT) Program. FrAT is a five·year, $29 million program to
demonstrate the effectiveness of new technologies in the
areas of energy conservation, environmental quality, main·
tenance and repair of buildings, and maintenance and repair
of pavements and railroads.
CERes paint test kit consists of 14 simple tests that evaluate
properties of paint, including adhesiveness, drying time, hiding power, and deanability. The kit is intended to be a screen·
ing device used on site by DEH personnel. Screened paints
which do not appear to meet Army standards can be sent
to a laboratory for more detailed testing.
"Right now the only way the DEH can teU whether the
paint will do the job is to send a sample to a laboratory for
testing, or to rely on his or her judgement," said Ed Watling,
chief of the Facilities Engineering Division in the Office of
the Assistant Chief of Engineers. Field tests of the kit have
resulted in positive reactions from DEH personnel.
"The directions are clear and the kit is easy to use," said
james E. Hester, a construction inspector at the f'Ort Campbell, KY, Housing Management Division. "And using the paint
test kit saved us the $200 we would have paid a laboratory."
DEH pccsonnel will be asked to keep records on their use
of it for one year. At the end of the year, they will be allowed
eep the kit. Supplies for replenishing the kit can be purchased
at local hardware stores. The paint test kits were manufactured for the Army by the Nucleus Corp. of Madison Heights,

Successful VE Change Proposal
The Belvoir Research, Development and Engineering Cen·
tel. and Litton Guidance and Comrol of Woodland Hills CA
recently signed a contract modificat.ion that resulted in :~ ne;
unit savings of $12,550 for the Position and Azimuth Determining y tem (PADS). Estimated future savings for the Army
could run as high as $3.6 million.
This savings i the result of a successful value engineering
change proposal by Litton. Litton has a production contract
with the center for PADS, which is an all weather, vehiclemounted inertial surveying system that can prOVide continuous, three·dimensional po ition coordinates. It also stores
its own oftwaee programs for operation and maintenance.
The company's proposal involved repladng tlle c re memory design with a semiconductor memory. The pre ent 32K
core memory will be replaced with a 64K semiconductor
memory that will provide increased reliability, greater availability of spare parts, and a lower life cycle cost. The Army
adopted the change eaely last year and issued the contract
modification last eptember.
The center's Value Engineering Program encounges can·
tractors to submit cost savings proposals ~ a means of reo
ducing the cost of Army materiel. The contractor then haee
in the savings. Litton receives a 50 percent haec of the net
savings resulting from their proposal. Thi equals the Army's
savings of 6,275 per unit. Additionally, future procurements
for the PADS will entitle the company to receive a 50 percent
share of the unit cost savings.

Awards...

MI.

MTL Aids Army Mobility
To meet the needs of the Army's new light divisions, the
Materials 1echnology laboratory (MTL), Watertown, MA, is
developing lightweight. composite materials. These lighter
materials have greater specific strength and stiffness, fatigue
resistance, damage tolerance, corrosion resistance, and
greater design lI.exibility than traditional materials.
MTL is quickening the pace of these efforts because advanced composite materials can reduce the amount of critical airlift resources needed to deploy light division assets
rapidly. More firepower can be placed in a thC'dter of operations for the same number of sorties. Hence, MTCs efforts
can be a true force multiplier.
MTL also helped to demonstrate the ballistic soundness
of the new vest and helmet now being issued to troops. The
vest and helmet are made of acaroid fiber first developed in
the mid-1970s. MTL proved that both flexible and rigid forms
of the fiber could survive stiff ballistic tests. The proof came
in Grenada, where two soldiers of the 82nd Airborne Division took direct hits in the head while wearing the new
helmet. Both kept right on fighting. A 7.62-caliber round still
embedded in the fiber layers of one of the helmets is on
display in a museum at Fort Bragg.
May-June 1986

Earlier this year, Deputy Secretary of Defense Wiltiam H. Taft
IV (left) presented the 1985 DOD Acquisition Streamlining
Excellence Award to BG Ronald K. Andreson, LHX program
manager. Presented at the Second National Conference on
Acquisition Streamlining, Crystal City, VA, the award noted
that under Andreson's leadership, the T-800 engine solicitation was developed based on a concise and simplified performance-oriented specification. This approach provided
contractors the flexibility to fuliy incorporate streamlining
concepts and offer the government price and performance
guarantees.
Army Research, Development & AcqUisition Magazine
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AMC Names D'Amico Engineer of the Year
Dr. William P. D'AmiCO, a mechanical engineer at the Army
Ballistic R earch Laboratory (BRL), Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, has been named Army Materiel Command
(AMC) Engineer of the Year for 1986. He received the award
earlier this year during a ceremony at AMC Headquarters.
D'Amico, who competed with engineers from throughout
the command, has worked at BRL since 1968. I-lis technical
accomplishments in research and engineering span several
areas, induding flight dynamics, fluid mechanics, and hard·
ware in·the·loop simulations. He is also credited with having
a major impact in the d ign and development of the 155mm
M687 chcmical projectiJe and 155mm M825 improved
smoke projectile system.
I-le recently developed, installed, and opcrated a three·
degree·of freedom flight inlUlator for spin·stahlized projec·
tile. This machine can reproducc the angular motion that
a spin·stablized projectile would experience along its flight
path. The sy tern and upporting instrumentation and com·
puter facilities provide a non-destructive platform for testing
projectile components and subsystem. Currently, the flight
imulatOr i involved in the brass board testing of ring laser
and fiber optic gyroscopes that will be used as inertial scnsor
on smart munitions.
A AMC Engineer of the Year, D'Amico also competed with
nominee from approximately 36 government agencies for
the Federal Engineer of the Year Award, sponsored by the
ational Society of ProfesSional Engineers. He was cited as
an excellcnt example of the fine group of Department of the
Arm ' civilians who contribute so much to the accomplish·
ment of the Army's many mi sion .

be chaired by the Air Force and address the theme ofTraining
y tems--TIle ext Step. The ervices' expanding emphasis
from training equipment to the total training system will be
highlighted.
Conference chairman Rodney S. Rougelot of Evans and
Sutherland, Salt Lake City, notes that the conference will
revolve around an exchange of information through the pres·
entation of professional papers in three major categories:
technical, management and user. Other features will include
military and industrial guest speakers and an exhibit area.
Additional conference information may be obtained by
calling the conference publicity office at the aval Training
Systems Center at (305) 646-4500.

Upcoming Conferences
• Twenty·third Association of Old Crows Electronic War·
fare Technical Symposium and Convention, Sept. 28-0ct. 2,
1986, Atlanta, GA. POC:jenny Clark (703) 920-1600.
• Tri-Service Combat Identification Sy tems Conference,
june 10-12, 1986, Fort Monmouth, NJ. PO : Robert E. Tor·
regrossa (20 I) 544-5111 or '" 996-51 I 1.

Microwave and Millimeter Wave Conference
The 1985 Producibility of Micfowave and Millimeter Wa e
Integrated Circuit Conference, held late last year at the U.S.
Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL, drew more
than 150 attendees. The purpose wa to highlight data gaps
and opportunitie in designing microwave and millimeter
wave integrated circuits. Emphasis was placed on produci·
bility, affordability, cost reductions and packaging den ity
factors for small ensors. Papers from indu try. the Army,
Navy, Air Force and academia were presented during even
conference sessions.
Copies of the agenda and proceedings are available from
Guidance and Contiol Information Analysi Center, UUnois
Institute of 1Cdmology, lOWest 35th trcet, Chicago, 11..
60616 or telephone (312) 567-4519. Information on a ten·
tative ov.4-5, 1986 conference i available from joseph A.
Derie 11 on AV 746-8421.

Personnel Actions.

• •

Travesky Named NVEOC Director
Dr. William P. D'Amico (right) receives congratulations and
a plaque from AMC Assistant Deputy for Science and Tech·
nology Dr. Richard L. Haley in recognition of being named
1986 AMC Engineer of the Year.

Conferences &
Symposia...
Training Systems Conference
The 8th lmerservicellndustry Training Systems Confer·
ence will be held in Salt Lake City, U1: Nov. 18-20, 1986.
Sponsored by the National Security Jndu trial A ociation in
conjunction with an interservice tearn, the conference will
30
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Paul D. 'fravesk-y has b en appointed
director of the U.. Army Communications·Electronic Command's Night Vi·
sion and Electro·Optics Center,
(NVEOC) Fort Belvoir, VA. He has pre·
viously erved in a number of mana·
gerial positions at the NVEOC,
including associate director of cience
and technology and director of the Ad·
P. D. Travesky
vanced Concepts Division.
A recipient of the coveted Army Research and Develop'
ment Adlievement Award for exceptional technical accom·
plishment, Travesky holds a B.S degree in electronics
engineering and a master's degree in engineering adminis·
tration from George Washington University.
TIle Army's lead laboratory for night "ision technology.
the NVEOC employees more than 500 personnel, half of
whom are engineers and scientists.
May·June 1986

Reassignments and Promotions
LTG Robert L Moore, Army Materiel Command (AMC)
deputy commanding general for research, development and
acqui ition, is scheduled to retire on May 28, 1986.
LTG Lawrence F. Skibbie, AMC deputy commanding gen·
eral for materiel readiness, will succeed LTG Robert 1. Moore
as deputy commanding general for research, development
and acqui ition.
MG Peter G. Burbules, commanding general, .5. Army
Mis i1e Command, has been selected for promotion to lieu·
tenant general and to succeed I;rG Lawrence F. Skibbie as
AMC deputy commanding general for materiel readiness.
MG Jame G. Boatner, AMC deputy chief of staff for per·
sonnel, is scheduled to retire in June 1986.
BG(P) Thomas D. Ree e, assistant division commander,
5th Infdntry Division, Fort Polk, LA, has been chosen to sue·
ceed MG Peter G. Burbules as commanding general, U.S.
Army Missile Command.

Computer Age Turns 40
On Feb. 14, 1946, dle world's fir t true computer was
unveiled to the public by .5. Army scientists and engineers
at the Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL). EN lAC, standing
for Electronic Numerator, Integrator, Analyzer and Com·
puter, was primitive by taday's standards, but for the 1940s
it represented a technological breakthrough that was to
launch a multi-billion doUar industry.
ENIAC, or Project PX, its classified code nanle during
World War II, was conceived in June 1943. The BRL was
under terrific pressure to develop firing tables for Army ar·
tillery system being developed to defeat the A.xis. The BRL
was capable of developing about IS firing tables a weekbut dle weekly demand was closer to 40. The BRCs human
mathematician were facing a hopele workload.
Widlout a firing table, which told the World War II artil·
leryman where to ainl his carmon, the weapon was almost
usele s. Today, each artiUery banery has its own computer
system which accompanies it into the field and prOVides
instantaneou firing and aiming data. Firing tables essentially
are relegated to checking the accuracy of the computer·
generated data.
In 1944, dle need for firing tables had reached dle critical
point The BRL, togedler widl dle Moore School of Engi·
neering at the UniverSity of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia,
launched an assault on dle problem. Many of dlose working
on the project had friends and relatives on the front lines,
so they felt a per onal urgency in meir task.
The BRL and the Moore School had a broad concept of
what was needed even before launching into the project.
ENIAC was to be a decimal, not binary, machine capable of
carrying out arithmetic operations in various separate units.
Instead of having a separate general-purpose memory, ENIAC
was to have the ability to tore data in accumulators and a
pair of external units con i ting of a punch card reader and
a trio of special-function tables that held mathematical con·
stants in numbered switch banks.
Some of ENIAC' design was borrowed from earlier work
done in dle field of electronic computational devices, dle
most inlpOrtanr of which was the concept of using vacuum
tubes as SWitches. ENIAC's internal operations were synchronized by an electronic timer, dle pulses from which kept
me machine's varied functions operating in harmony.
May-June 1986

BG(P)Jame R. Klugh, commanding general, Army Chern·
ical ROE Ceurer, and deputy commanding general, chemical
materiel, Army Armament, Munition and Chemical Com·
mand (AMCCOM), will replace MGJame G. Boatner as AMC
deputy chief of sraff for personnel.
BG Peter D. Hidalgo, AMC deputy chief of staff for chern·
ical ahd nuclear matters, will succeed BG(P)Jame R. Klugh
as commanding general, Army Chemical ROE Center, and
deputy commanding general, chemical materiel, AMCCOM.
BG Walter W. Kastenmayer, commanding general 200th
.5. Army Materiel Management Center, Zweihrucken, Ger·
many, will succeed BG Peter D. Hidalgo as AMC deputy chief
of staff for chemical and nuclear matters.
Dr. James R. Houston has been named chief of the Coastal
Engineering Rese-drch Center at the U.S. Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station. He has also been elected
for the Senior Executive Service.

ENIAC offered many advances over any previou attempt
to create a computer: it had high speed, it had generality of
purpo e and it was programmable. Since no one knew how
a digital machine should go about mathematically solVing
firing table problems, ENIAC was given dle ability to solve
almost any madl problem, given a specified set of instruc·
tions.
When completed, ENIAC emerged as a program·controUed calculator, thousands of times faster and morc capable
than any previous design. Operating at 200,000 pul es per
second, the ENIAC's accumulators were double me peed
stipulated for the system and proved dle practicality of dle
project.
ENIAC consisted of 40 panels containing 17,468 vacuum
tubes, about 70 000 resistors, 10,000 capacitors, 1,500 relays
and 6,000 manual switches. It was 8 feet high and 80 feet
long, weighed 30 tons and consumed 174,000 watts of
power.
By contrast, in 1982 a joint BRL·Magnavox project was
successful in implementing an artillery solution (computing
trajectories in real. time) in a militarized·ruggedized device
for artillery experiments on a howitzer test bed. This deVice,
a FIST DMD (Fire Support Team Digital Message Device),
represented early 1970 computer technology and was
housed in a 20-pound box. This computer performed a more
sophisticated and accurate computation dlan did ENIAC in
10 seconds or one-sL~dl of dle projectile's fiight. Currently,
field artiUery solutions can be done using speciaUy-de igned
hand·held calculators weighing less dlan a pound. However,
mese calculators make use of simpler madlematical approximations dlan that used in the ENlAC-DMD comparison described above.
ENIAC, designed to help win World War U, wasn't operational until after the war had ended. Ironically, its first use
had nodling to do widl calculating firing tables. Its first task
dealt widl large, complex calculations dlat proved the feasibility of a proposed design for dle hydrogen bomb. The
program, run in November 1945, just mondls after the successful test of dle atomic bomb, revealed a number of flaws
in the proposed H-bomb design, flaws whiCh would have
been impossible to detect widlout dle aid of ENIAC.
ENIAC, once in operation at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, in dle BRL, served the defense effort until 1955 when
it linally was turned off and replaced widl a far more ad·
vanced computer.
Army Research, Development & Acquisiiion Magazine
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Letters...
lIS: How to Do Versus What to Do
und Bu iness Sense
to y terns Acqui ilion" published in your July-Augu t 1985 edition,
I take exception to the allegation conveyed by the author's illustrations thaI our Integraled Logistic Support (ILS) requirements
placed in olicitation documents and contracts are "how 10 do" as
oppo d 10' hal 10 do." Typically in the ILS area, lhere are requirements for the contraClOr 10 perform Logistic upport Analysis
(LSA), to document tSA results in lhe LSA Record (LSAR), to gen·
crate the provisioni ng technical documentation, to deVelop the
technical manuals and training materi,Lls, and to perform the "in·
tegrating actions" necessary to ensure that lhe logistiC aspects of
lhe sy tern are considered in all system engineering and program
managemenl decisions.
ince II i nOI covered by a military tandard, the requirement
for the "integrating actions" must be written in as oppo ed to being
imposed by refer nce. 111e statement of work 1 have reviewed
which impo e this work effort have all been "whal to do" in nature.
We have long realized lhe necessity for lhe contractOr to perform
lhi' effort if the system is to be supportable when fielded. The
debate as to whether such work statements are ne essary 10 cause
lhe contractor to do this integration was settled for me during lhe
1982 DARCOM ILS Study when we talked with vera! industry
representatives and heard statements from lhem to the effect lhat
such work stau:ments were absolutely nece ary iflhe GovernmeOl
e.xpecled the work to be performed.
With respect to LSA and l.SAR, lhe e efforts are covered by Mit·
TD·J3 ·IA and Mlt- TI)-1388-2A, respectively. MLL-STD·1388It..defines the lifteen LSA tasks and these task stalemenlS are wrinen
in "what to do" language allOWing lhe contractor to specify lhe
"liow 10" in the LSA plan provided either as parI of lhe proposal
or as a d liverable data item after contract award. Slalements tailoring the LSA efforl must be placed in the LSA Slalemenl of work
anLl will add lenglh to lhe soliciration document. 111e MIL-STD·
t388-2A doe specify data elemem definition, data entry instructions, record formats, master file formats, and report formats. The
degree of pecification found in MIt· TD·t388·2A is reqUired by
Ihe specific data interfaces that must be met when the contraclOr's
logi tic data is provided to the Government. A good example of
this is the LSA·036 reporl which is produced from the l.SAR data
base and used to provide lhe Provisioning Parts ust (Ppt). The
PPt is used to establi h lhe Provisioning Mastet Record (Pi\lR)
within lhe Commodity Command Standard ystem (cess). Building lhe PMR require thallhe PPJ. pass specific edits and that coding
be'exacl. Cases like this where lhere are precise interface requirements with Government sy lems should never be considered as an
area where lhe contraeror is given lhe flexibility encouraged by
lhe article. With all the constraints discussed previously regarding
Mlt-STD-1388-2A, the eonuactOr still determines "how to" develop
lhe reqUired data elements.
Before we jump into this new approach and scrap our entire
Department of Defense specifications and standards effort as the
article implies, we need to take a good look al why lhis effort was
sty'led. While lhere are many reasons, I will discu two that 1
consider important. First, spe ifications and standards preclude lhe
conttactor from giving u what he lhoughl we wanled as opposed
10 whal we actually wanted. second, specifications and tandards
ensure that specific inlerfaces will be met. The e interfaces may
be with Governmenl dala systems, technical manual formats known
and useable by Our soldiers, critical safety requirements, human
factOt requirements, or lhe loading ramp of a transport aircraft.
fn conclusion, our ILS and ILS-relatcd specifications and tandards have been designed and refined over a long period of time.
They incorporate lessons learned and, for the most parI, have had
induslry participation in their development. These ;peci/icatiOns
and standards allow us to have done what we want done and to
get resultant products lhat are compatible with our tandard systems.
I currently serve as lhe mairman of the Materiel upport Commiltee within the School of Acquisition Management al Ihe U.s.
Army Logistics Management Center, ForI tee, WLlfquestions should

arise concerning this Ieuer, 1 can be contacted at AUTOVO 687215614250 or Commercial (804) 734-215614250.
David M. Morgan
Army Logistics Management
Center

New Mailing System Works

In reference 10 lhe article titled "Applying
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About six years ago 1 wrOle several letters and made numerous
phone calls in an attempt to have my name pia ed on the Ii t for
RD&A. Only MILPERCEN answered my letters and they pleaded
ignorance about any such lisl. After a while I gave up and just read
the copy in the po I library. If a copy was ever sent to my un.il, it
never made it 10 me.
Today I received my /irsl direct mail copy of RD&A!I! Congratulations on your decision to change your mailing practices. Your
new 'Stem really works! Thanks.
Albert B. Garda
MAJ, Signal Corps

A Differing Opinioo

00

NDI

Reference your January-February 1986 i ue. Thc "rosy" picture
presented in lhe article," DI at CECOM, The AcqUisition Melhod
of First Choice" is unfortunately typical of how "well" a need is
being met by the acquisition community.
From a "users" view, it is nearly unbelievable that DI could be
lOuted as "lhe answer" considering the history of how well CECOM
has executed NOI acquisitions. Examples of failures include lhe
one used in lhe article; the ANIPRC·68 radio. What was nOt pre·
sented is lhat that procurement has been killed, ince lhe PRC-68
radio could not meel the needs of the user. Actually, while the
article leads you to believe the ANIPR -68 was an NOI ilern, it was
not. The authors are actually talking about the follow-on to the ANI
PR ·68. Anolher example of extreme failure of CECOM NOr. is lhe
1977 initiated procurement of lhe ANITSC-a ystem slill delayed
for fielding to soldiers due to inadequate repair parts, manuals,
reliability, and maintainability.
1be follow·on box to the CECOM article indicaled tile British
Howitzer, lhe U 19, was an exanlple of a good NDI procurement.
That procuremenl is representative of what "gets losl" between
conception ofwhat is needed, and whal is provided. In the "marter"
for procurement of a howitzer, readers should note that the howitzer seleCted had to be capable oflking upported (towed, crew
transport, ammo, etc.) by tbe liMMWV. What is conspicuously
absent in the article is lhe faer iliat the HMMWV can't uansporl
ammo and can't tow th tlt9 nor carry its crew. Efforts are underway to clear the HMMWV for ammo handling and to also develop a heavier variant for use as a tow vehicle and olher uses.
However, it should be further noted lhat, at lhe time the howi.tzer
marter was established, lhere was no plan to have lhe reqUired
9,400 pound HMMWV variant.
Olher artieles concerning lhe tim required to procure and field
equipment bave pointed OUt lhe difficulty in processing the requirement lhrough lhe multi·levels of "indecision" layers before
approval can.be gained to procure. While NOI may be lhe way to
go, unless the bureaucratic process is strearrL1ined, we will continue
to fuji in our efforts to field syslems in a timely manner. We have
laken so long on NOI that we mu t now question whether we are
buying (at today's prices) yesterday's technology. A prime example
of this is TACCS.
The major point of this lener is to call oul how poorly we hit
our "going in" target and how rosy the view is from one pro pective,
but certainly nor viewed lhe same by lhe ultimate customer (the
soldier).
GaryE.~am

COL, U.S, Army
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

23 Dec 85
MEMORANDUM FOR ALL DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PERSONNEL
SUBJECT:

Defense Hotline

A recent study by the U. S. Merit Systems Protection Board
disclosed that Pederal employees frequently do not report
knowledge of fraud, waste, and mismanagement. This is, in part,
due to fear of reprisals for such reports.
This Department continues to support the President's program
to reduce fraud and waste in the Government and to improve
management wherever possible. Since the inception of the Defense
Hotline in 1979, we have received over 37,000 contacts. Of
these, more than 10,000 substantive complaints have been referred
for appropriate action.
The program has documented savings of
over $6.4 million.
The Defense Hotline is operated by the Defense Inspector
General, who reviews all substantive issues and ensures
appropriate criminal and administrative remedies are pursued.
Protecting the confidentiality of Hotline users who prefer not to
be identified remains a cornerstone of the program.
Taking or threatening reprisal against those who report
irregularities will not be permitted.
I fully endorse the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978, which provides protection against
such reprisals.
If you, as a DoD employee, believe that you are
being punished for reporting irregularities, report it to the
Special Counsel of the U. S. Merit Systems Protection Board.
The
numbers are:
800-872-9855 (toll free);
653-7188 (FTS); and
(202) 653-7188 (commercial).
I ask each of you to continue to seek out and report needed
improvements and suspected problems through established command
channels or by calling or writing the Defense Hotline. Prudent
management of our limited Defense resources requires constant
vigilance and careful reporting of fraud, waste, or
mismanagement.
The Hotline telephone numbers are:
800-424-9098 (toll
free); 693-5080 (National Capital Region); and 223-5080
(Autovon). Mail can be addressed to the Defense Hotline, The
Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20301-1900.

Caspar W. Weinberger
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